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The present work is intended as a survey of events and
conditions in Tennessee during the decade from leCO to 1870
when the entire nation was torn by sectional strife,racial
sntagoniand economic and social dicorder. Th ::i er can
make no pretension of having made a comprehensive or enl.. ust-
ive study of the sources. That would involve a paper far be-
yond the cope of the present study. At best I have onl-
scratched the surface;nerely opened avenues for future
The greater portion of my work has been dcne in the
Library of Western Kentucky State Teachers College where
practically all the secondary naterial cited is avallrat.l.e.
I also ht.,2, eeceso in that librar-i valuable seul-ce
materiLls,and it was in that I inGinE1
work. Fen Tennessee State documents a:. p__Icatiors, ,t was
necessary to go to Nashville whe.i.e I also had acces: the
files of the hachville daily newspapers published during the
period studied. These Papers proved interesting and fraitful
sources of 1nform!.1tion.
For suggestions leading to the selection of :.-;Ly subject
I am craJefta to Fist Gabrielle hobertson. For many helpful
suggestiA and criticisms in the preparation of the paper I
f...:7C.t-c7. to Dr. A.L'.3ticklee,to Dr.N.O.Mff,LL
,r;or1:. "12.n. I to expess ny pr the
nt.ry cc,,LvtesIrls f,::. r.Cca to Ire ty the at tern
.j,tutc ollFr'te cf the 1-enn-
e-ec Society EiYI:C
Pre Titorc;77v in 7ai,ellvf7le.
SECESSION AND CONFLICT
A study of the history of Tennessee during the Civil War
and the Reconstruction peTied is in large measure a study in eee-
tionalism. From its early days Tennessee's history has been in-
fluenced and shaped by sectionaliem. From early disputes over
land policies to the bitter differences of the period which we
are etudyinr7 the eantern portion of the state and the western
section have differed in their views on Politics and economic
problems. The reasons for thin sectionalism within the state
are manifold and sometimes difficult to comprehend. Perhaps one
of the strongest factors centributing to these differences is
the difference in the racial qualitiee of the :.!:1c of the two
sections.
The original settlers in Tennessee were sturdy Scotch-Irish
Aho .eame with the same stream of ocnulation which peopled the
Mecklenburg area in North Carolina and the Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia.1 Yost of them were Presbyterians, and they were demo-
cratically inclined., the greater nunber cf them being 7higs.
2
Mingled with them were a few Pennsylvania Germans, some Freneh
Huge!:ots, and a geed .any pure Milesian 3 It is this
stock that settled in the hills of East Tennessee and ertablitntie.4
1 
Theodore Roosevelt, The Tinninq c the Went, (G. P. Put.-
nam's Sons, New York, 18E9), Volume I, . 103,717
• -9
- T. P. aernet.y, Fren "rentler to rar_ntzt:!er in Ternen.7e,
,niversity of rerth Carolina Press, Chapel hill, •••:..;
3 aernethy,  p. 17.
4 Roosevelt, or: cit., P. 104.-r-
a
0.1.41*
the nucleus of the element that was later to dominate the
population of the region. It was also this first wave, if it
can properly be called a wave, of population which established
the State of Franklin and the Watauga Settlement. It was these
hardy and adventurous pioneers who pushed beyond the frontier
and found the fertile lands of the Cumberland Basin, and who,
with certain wealthy and aristocratic men in Virginia and North
Carolina, engaged in the land speculations which were to affect
so profoundly the later history of the state.1
It is characteristic of the western expansion in the United
States that the first stream of hardy pioneers is usually fol-
lowed by a class of much less desirable people. This element
was made up largely of the poor of England who cat to this
country to escape hardships at home. Landing in regions al-
ready settled, they pushed through to the frontier and there
settled on the poorer lands which remained. There they remain-
ed, little if any better off than they had been befere, but
lacking the qualities which would make them push on to better
lands and opportunity.2 This element went to make up the "Poor
White Trash" or the "Mud-Sills" of later days. Many cf these
cot no farther than the hills of East Tennessee on their wect-
ward trek, while those who did push farther west were crowded
into the backwoods or became tenants on the plantation of the
vealtiy land owners.
A thir6 element in the population of r_nt Tenneesce was





the class of insurgents from North Carolina who styled thee-
eclves Regulators. With the Regulators came the class of law-
less persons common on the frontier.
1
From the close of the Revolution until the cession of the
territory to Congress by North Carolina, Tennessee was the scene
of enectacular and successful land snect_lations which made for
many cf the speculators handsome profite.
2
In 1784 the leris-
lature of North Carolina granted to Congress the lands which
no constitute the state of Tennessee, prcbably because the east-
ern portion of North Carolina, which had a majority in the legis-
latIrs, wished to wash its hands of that expensive and trouble-
frontier.
3
The people of Tennestee were thus the only cit-
Irene cf• a state to le reduced to citizens of a territory.
4
This action t.11 “ the territcry on the hands of the
gress, made pocsible the erection of a state, and led to an in-
creased emigration tc the west. By 1791 the population was es-
timated to be large enough, to meet the requirements for the es-
tablishment of a territorial gevernment and agitation had al-
ready begun for the attainment of that end. When, in 1795, the
Pinckney Treaty with Spain quieted troubles between thc settlers
In Tennessee and the Spanish and Indians, a pericd cf peace en-
rued which resulted in a sudden infler cf rc,r settler:7. This
1 
Roosevelt, pp. cit., p. 172.
2 
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further stimulated the movement towards statehood, and, finally,
Governor Blount tcok the steps necessary to complete the organi-
znticn reauired fcr admission as a state. Tennessee's constitu-
tion and apnlicaticn for admission, though opposed by the High
Federaliste, was finally approved Congress cn June 1, 1796,
and Tennessee became a state.1
The land speculators who owned vast tracts in the Cumber-
land Basin and who dominated the politics of that section were
largely Federalists, while the leaders in East Tennessee were
Demccrats. Diseutes had arisen between the two sections during
the preparation for admission as a state. Governor Blount, a
western land speculator, and Sevier, the leading an in the
east, were perscnally unfriendly. These festers, and others,
caused Tennessee to start her e::istence as a state with tba
handicap of sectional aninosities. The indifference of Con-
gress toward the fate of the Southwest and Federalist opposi-
tion to the adniseion of Tennessee caused the Federalism of the
VTestern leaders to ccol considerably, while the diplomacy of
Governor Blcunt did much to patch up the old differences. FC7-0
ever, traces of the breach remained, and genuine pclitical
unanimity between the two sections was never attained.
Marked sectional disagreement sppeared in 1806-7 as a re-
sult of the cengressional act of 1806 concerning the pnblic
isnc:s in Ter:nes:es. The pinn set forth by this act previded
,
• Cross,"The kdmission of Tennessee into the Unionl
lefecan Histnrical YeLpaeire V 2Z 1 -2-"7 All-n 7. C. 71!arosey,
Ti'e Lnnals of rsnneesee, Cnnttancccn, CCJ-72.
4 4101: 06-4 Ao4
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for a new survey of the lands and a pre-empticn of ire hundred
acres to actual settlers under North Carolina grants. This emi-
nently liberal, democratic, and just plan was favored by the
leaders of West Tennessee who saw an cnportunity for further
profits from speculation as a result of the Proposed new survey
and the pre-emPtion of the claims they already held. Certain
of the proceeds from the sale of these lands were to go for the
support of public instruction, and, since East Tennessee was
more interested in education than the other section, the people
there were opposed to the new survey and the pre-emption rights.
This dispute brought public education into politics for the
first time in Tennessee and produced a sectional alignment which
remained the rae tnitil 1853, when an act levying a tax for the
support of public instruction was paEsed.1
Sectional divisicns along another line nrIleared as a result
of the panic of 1819. Eastern Tennessee, where the soil and
the topography were not suitable for cotton growing and where
enall scale far;ing prevailed, had not experienced a period of
inflaticn and suffered little from the panic.
2
 On the other
hand West Tennessee had been greatly influenced by the post-war
inflation. Thirty-four cent cotton had attracted many new set-
tlers to the region, ropulation had increased enormously, and
real estate values soared. When the panic came in 1819, the
1 Abern(_thy, r. The lfne.ers in the rowt
could afford to cend tI'leir children to private schocle rd the
eelleg.ec in the East and so were little interetted in 1,blie
Zchorls.
2
T. P. Ateratthy, Andrew Jaelscn and the rise or Sceih-
‘-ertern Der er7'cy, .;:lericnn Eietorical Review, xnxiii, p. 66.
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price of cotton dropped with a thud, and land values fell with
it. The result was natural. Every one in the region was hard-
hit, end many, merchants and farmers alike, were insolvent.1
This led to attempts to relieve the situation by legislation.
Felix Grundy, a former Kentuckian who was a lawyer and politi-
cian of sore note in Tennessee, was elected to the state senate
on a relief platform and in 1820 secured the passage of an act
3 providing for a "state loan office" or "bank". The vote on
this measure was strictly sectional, the East opposing and the
West favoring.2
Another point of difference between the two sections of
Tennessee during the early history as a state '1,As t'ae location
rt.' the state canital. Originally it a'as lccated in Kaoxville,
in the heart of the eastern section, but in 1812 it followed
the westward movement and was located at Nashville. In 1817
the legislature returned to Knoxville, but in 1819 it convened
in 1:urfreeeboro, where it sat until 1821, when it met in Nash-
ville, which has become the permanent capital of the state.
3
These instances demonstrate the ever-evident element of
sectionalism in Tennessee politics. This sectionalism is based
act only on the differences in stock of the inhabitants of the
to rtfaions a: 1;efore menticned, bit also on the fact t11-t the
leaders in the :Pot were democratic Scotch-Irish Prerbytortans,
1 -
 n. 67; also juries Phelar, History cf Tenneseee,'Bocton, 188E4.),n.2:‘.
2 
Lbe7ne Yrontier to Plantrticr, op. cit., PP. 2n3 ff.
3 
Gece.apeed PJblishing•Company, Hieterv of Tennessee, lash-villa, 1E;17, D.
r.f.. •
.1
while the leaders in riddle and West Tennessee were cf aristo-
cratic cavalier stock. In the 'East the leaders represented a
large portion of the inhabitants, while in the West they repre-
senteC a deminant minority, the majcrity being of the poor far-
mer class. Sectionalism is also based upon geogranhic divisions
of the state. riddle Tennessee, or that Blue Grass region known
as the Cumberland Basin, was very fertile, and was aligned with
the southwest portion of the state which was the richest cotton
growing secticn.
1 
Lying between these two eections of the state
was a strip of very poor country along the Tennessee River,
where farms were small and their owners Poor and bac1ward.
2
This section was sometimes aligned with the mcuntainous region
of East Tennessee. Another factor raking for sectionalism, and
closely akin to the geographic features, was the economic devel-
opment cf the different sections. The middle and the West were
prosperous and wealthy; grain, stock, and tobacco were produced
in the Cumberland Basin, while the West was "in all respects,
a part of the cotton kingdom".
3 The population of Zast Tennes-
Fee was a self-suctaining, smAll farming class which seldom prom
duced a wealthy man
Consequent uncn the
social life in each.
oped an erieocratic
aea: contained a large element of the poor.
economic development of the sections was the
The prosperous plantation regiens devel-
society that became famous for its style of
1







living, for its ostentation, and for its liberal and elaborate
hospitality. The social life in the poorer sections was limit-
ed and centered around democratic family and community activ-
ities. The church played a far more dominant role in the life
of these sections than in the others, and men gave much of their
attention to local politics. The wealthy aristocrat, with his
broader outlook, his superior education, and his economic phil-
osophy, would naturally look on politics from a different point
of view from that of the small farmer of East Tennessee. His
view was apt to be national in scope, while that of his neigh-
bor to the east was likely to be local. He was probably a sup-
porter of states rights, while the man of East Tennesoee was
apt to be a strong Union man. It is an evident frxt that the
people of the two sections were rarely able to see ali7,:e c. mat-
ters cf a political nature. This divergence cf views and this
sectional jealousy were to play a very important part in the di-
vision of the state upon the question of Secession.
Tennessee met the early rumors of secession with slight re-
epcnse and an attitude of nominal neutrality. The people were
neutral because opposed to both of the extreme political par-
ties.
I 
This neutrality was, however, subject to conditions. As
has been brought out previously, except in the hill section to
the East of the state, the inhabitants were in a region dominat-
ed by a wealthy and oristocratic farmer class rho were closely
socially and ecnnonically, r,th the peopic cf te octt'!n-
1 J. W. Fcrtig, The13,7recrion Fr,, ccnr%'.7-rction cf Tonnes-re, (University of Chicago Presc, p. l.
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groing Scuth. These ulanters were slave holders and felt that
their sccial and economic life depended upon the institution cf
slavery.1 To the east were the small farmers of the hill sec-
tion, who hated the landed aristocracy and clung fervently to
the Whig principle of the supremacy of the Union.
It is significant, however, that the problOm of slavery
assumed large proportions in Tennessee much later than it did
in other southern states. Prior to the Mexican War the slavery
question entered but slightly into the politics of Tennessee.
The portentious question first played a part in the State in
presidential election in 1848, when it did so as an effect of
the Wilmot Proviso.
2 
Frmthis time forward the ri-ztion was
'ever allowed to rest.
This early indifference to the slavery issue may be b-ier-
ly explained. The slave-holders, rhile ornosing the Abnlition-
ists, probably underestimated their strength and paid slight
attention to them. Further, they had no quarrel with those who
opposea the extenticn of slavery into the territories. They
were not a migratory class, and they could see that the expan-
sion of slavery would tend both to decrease the aTailable sup-
ply of slaves and lower the price of cctton.3 On the other
hand the poor white element, while opposed to slavery as an in-
stitution, had a strong hatred for the Negroes and dreaded the
cfects cf freeing such a cl;-,..se to take a new place in the life
C. R. Kali, An:',rew  nson Govcrnor of Tennessee,
(Princeton University Prere, 191.6
Phelan,  p.
Abernethy, on, cit., pn. 33(! ff.
10
of the state.
In the Nashville Convention of 1850 the Tennessee delegates
voted against the radical resolutions favoring secession and
thus demonstrated that the people of the state were in favor of
the Compromise of 1850.1 The election, in 1851, of a Whig, Wm.
B. Campbell, as Governor voiced the sentiment of the state a-
gainst radical action, and the question of slavery was to cause
no further trouble in the state until the election of Lincoln
as President reopened the issue.2
The neutral attitude of Tennessee was clearly shown by her
action in the election year of 1860. Her delegates in the
Charleston Convention of that year voted against the proposition
to extend slavery into the territcries and remained in the Cen-
vention after the Alabama delegates had withdrawn. Later they
met with the Convention at Baltimore; but, when the delegates
who had withdrawn from the Charlestcn Convention were denied
seats, the Tennessee delegation withdrew,3 met with the Southern
winF cf the party, and nominated. Breckinridge. The electoral
vote of Tennessee in 1860 went to a netive son, John Pell.
4
This neutral attitude of Tennessee is perhaps natural. A-




Abernethy, on. cit., p. 334.
3
Letter TO Alexancr F. Stenhens to J. Henit-y
le-r.ber 12, 1E',60, Annual Le-::crt Ar7:ericr2n Historical 
1911, Volume II, CcrrespenLerne of A. H. Sevens, 7e-#1Robert Tecenbs, edited by Uirfc B.
A





with the border states of Virginia, Kentucky, Yaryland, and Mis-
souri than with the feeling that was carrying everything before
it in the cotton states) The majority of Tennesseans felt they
would derive the greatest profit from fealty to the Unicn.2 The
pro-slavery minority, thoroughly alarmed at the threats of abo-
lition, now became aggressive and craved immediate action.
Spurred by the excitenent caused by the action of the legisla-
tures in South Carolina and Oeorgia toward secession, and under
the leadership of Governor Isham G. Harris, this group organized
meetings to be held over the state for the promotion of the se-
cession movement.3 Governor Harris, who had been elected in
1657 and again in 1859, was the first Governor from the south-
western section of the State. Memphis was his home, and -he was
a rather aristocratic and well-to-do slave owner.4 He war
heartily in sympathy with the states of the "Cotten Kingdcm,"
and was in constant touch with the leaders of the secession
movement in those states.
One of the meetings summoned by the group cf which Karris
was the leader, was called to meet in Knoxville on NoNember 26,
1860. Contrary to the expectations of the organizers of the
meeting, the opposition organized and prevented the taking of a
vote on the question of calling a special session of the legis-
latyre to consider secession. The meeting adjourned without
1 J. F. 1-.171c, cfs the U.
p. 103.
2 Hall, on. citt, p. 2.
3 Fertig, on. p. 17.
4 AternethL,, D. 3M.
S • $ TC1-199, Vc1. III,
-
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having taken definite action, and another convention was called
to meet at the same place on Decembor 8, 1860.1 At this second
meeting in Knoxville, Wm. G. Brownlow, 0.P. Temple, and other
leading Whigs assumed the leadership and secured the adoption of
a strong stand for the Union.
2 
Temple, who was prominent in
these meetings, expresses the opinion that the stand taken by
them caused the defer-A of the Secession movement in East Tennes-
see.
3
Although his plans had gone amiss in East Tennessee, Gover-
nor Harris issued a call to the legislature to convene in special
session on January 7, 1861, "to consider the present condition
of the country."4 Georgia and South Carolina had indicated they
would secede, and the Governor of c-,rth Carolina had taken charge
of several arsenal and forts in that state before the legisla-
ture convened in Tennessee. These actions had given great head-
way to secession sentiment in Tennessee. Further impetus was
given by news of trouble at Fort Sumter and by the withdrawal
from the Union of Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and Georgia
rhile the legislature was assembled at .Nashville. kccordingly,
measures were passed January 19 calling for an election to de-
termine if a convention should be held to decide the question of
5
tecessionsand to elect delegates to that convention if it be held.
1 O. P. Teriple, Notsb2o Yen cf Te,,ressee,(Icer." YorOorr/o-













This reLuke to the Governor and the legislature seeIs
13
This election was held on kebruary 9, 1861, and the results were
against the propeoition of a convention. The vote was 69.675 to
57,798.1 East Tennessee voted five to one against the conven-
tion, Viddle Tennessee o7yecsed it by a majority of 1,382, and
West Tenneseee favored it by 15,113.2 Even remphis gave a ma-
jority of 400 against the plain ouestion of secession, which was
defeated by 91,803 to 24,749.3 The people of the state were evi-
dently afraid that the convention would ii4nore their instructions
and carry the state out of the Union, as had been done in other
enrtrising in of the fact that seven other southern states
had already seceded. This strong indication in favor of the
Union may have leen the result of a desire on the part of the
people to await the olltoone of the Peace Conference which hd
assembled at Washington on February 4, just five dsys bcfcre the
election .5
The loyal pecple of Tennessee new thought they had success-
fully killed the secersien mcvernent in their state, but the ners
'of the attack on Fort Sumter inflaned the people of Kiddie and
West Tennessee to indignation at what they considered a viola-
tion of the rights of a sister state.6 Then President Lincoln






Fertig, or, cif p. 20.
Tor an aoecrnt ef Cs.n7erenee see F. -!]. Chck,of the Civi) War, Arcr-lon Nat. Series, Vol. XIX, Ch. r-sq.
Fertiz!, or., c.i.f . , p..21.
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sent out a call for troops, Governor Harris per-emptorily refus-
ed to "furnish a man for purposes of coercion" and threatened
to supply 50,000 men to prevent such coercion.
1 
A few days
later, on April 18,a number of the prominent citizens of the
state, amen& them John Bell, issued an address to the people of
Tennessee, stating it to be the duty of the state "to preserve
her independence both of the Yorth and the South to take sides
with neither. Her position should be to maintain the sanctity
of her soil from the hostile tread of any party."2 Within a
week, however, Bell made a speech in which he asserted that he
was "for standing by the South."2/ Public sentiment had changed.
Governor Harris now called a second secret cession of the
legislature, which assembled April 25, and, on Harris's recOn-
mendation, authorized the Governor, on April 26, to organize
all the troops tendered to him.4 On May 6 it authorized the
impressment of 50,000 volunteers.
5
On April 30 the legislature was addressed by a represent-
ative of the Confederate government from its Capital, then at
Montgomery, and on the next day, My 1, the Governer ras author-
ized to enter into a military allianoe with the Confederate ccv-
ernment.
6 





Rhodes, or. Cit., Vol. III, pn. 2/0-2,1.
Richardson, refsages and Papers of the Presidents,Vol. VI,
Ibid.
Ibid.
in:11, rip. cit., r. 0.
Trie.
6 Pets of Gennrr,1 Ir,r






were appointed a a comnittee to ccnfer with the Confederate rep-
resentative for the purpose of completing the nilitary league.
This ccmmittee did its work rapidlys and on Vay 7. reported a
league which war ratified the same day.
1 Tennessee was now, as
a sovereign state, allied with the Confederacy.
On 1.7.3.• 6 the legislature passed an ordinance calling for a
second election on the question of secesrion. '"his second elec-
tion was held on June 8, 1F.61, and by it Tennessee formally de-
clared her separation from the Union and membership in the Con-
federacy. The vote, which totaled 152,151, gave large major-
ities in favor of secession and of joining the Confederacy.
The vote was as follows:
2
For Ceparatien Against Selration
Ea.- t. Tennessee 14,720 2t .9'%5
Middle Tennessee 59,2C5 9,193
West Tennessee 29,127 62117
Kilitary Camps 2,741
104,913
nejority-ftr separaticr_ wa357t373 .It will be noted that East
Tennessee was loyal to the Union by a considerable majority.
Immediately following the ratificaticn of the military
leagueTenne:-see troops were placed in the service of the Con-
federate army, and Confederate trocrs moved into Tennessee. By
the time of the June elect/en:Tennessee was in actuality one of
the rebel stotes. The election simply ;ut vpcn that fact the
seal cf public approval..
7ast Tennessee had cpeoed the r,ecessicn of the state as
Acts of the General Are -b! -7 of Tennect-7ee, second extra
1,ession7 iGl, p. 19$ ' verti 1 • r e- rit n 21- •
2 rocre's Ree.12.1en Feeerd, Velrme II, Decl:r- nt 37.
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effected by the other porticns and refused to align herself with
the forces of the South. Instead, her people on the whole re-
mained loyal to the Union and thus caused the Confederates great
concern.'On June 18, before the rerults of the election of
June 8 were known, a convention of loyal men arsembled at Green-
ville. They protested against the action of the legislature and
the methods used in the election and appointed a committee com-
posed of O. P. Temple, James McDonald, and John Netherland to
prepare and present a memorial to the legislature asking that
East Tennessee be permitted to withdraw and form a separate
state.2 When this memorial wns presented to the General Assembly;
it was referred to a joint committee from the two houses, and
there it was lost. The legislature adjourned three &,..ys later
rithout action upon the question.
3 
The Ccnfederates fenree that
there would be an uprising against their authority, and to pre-
vent the formation of any organizations for that purpose, they
moved the troops which they had stationed there from one neigh-
borhood to another.
4 
On July 26 General Zollicoffer WrIF seeign-
ed the task of subduing the section and nromptly overran the
region. It was thcught that Zol/icoffer was an ideal man for
this charge since he was a native of the secticn,and could be
expected to exert an influence which would tend to quiet the
ciecple, sirce he ras considered a moderate and a hiF,hly respect-
1 Fertir cp. cit., p. 30.
2
Rebellion Record, Sr. I. Vol. 111.n.
3 ,








This seems to have had little effect. and Zollicoffer
found it necessary to adopt measures which brought to the region
a reign of terror for the loyal pecple there.
2 Throughout the
war 2ast Tennessee was to be a battle-ground, the troops of both
sides crossing and recrossing it many times.
3
The June election had provided for the choosing of repre-
sentatives to the Confederate Congress, and the day was set for
the first Thursday in August, the day en which Federal Congress-
men had formerly been selected.
4 
This election afforded the
people of East Tennessee another chance to voice their disap-
proval of the action of the state government in seceding. In
the four districts of East Tennessee the People refused to vote
for the candidates for Confederate Congrere and nominated
and elected nen to go to the Nsticnal Congress. nICM9S A. R.
Nelson was elected from the first district, Horace Vaynard from
the second by a large majority, a rr. Bridges from the third,
and Dr. Clements from the fourth." Vaynard and Nelson were
elected by large majorities, but in the other two districts
the vote was closer, and the two Confederate candidates claimed
they were the legally elected representatives of the people and
took their seats in the Confederate Congress.6 Of the four men
1
A" Rebellion Record: Ceries I, Volume
2











elected to the national Congress, Maynard was the only one to
take his seat when Congress opened in December; Nelson was cap-
tured by xebel troops while on his way to Washington and was
held prisoner in Richmond until he would swear to do nothing a-
gainst the South when he was permitted to go home unmolested;
Dr. Clements's case was referred to the Committee on Elections
in Cengress and was reperted favorably on January 13, 1862;
1
Yr. Bridges was held a prisoner in his home and was unable to
present his credentials to Congress until February 23, 1863,
just a week before the close of the session. He was admitted
to his seat rithout reference to the committee.
2
This ccntinued policy of stubborn opposition on the part
cf the people of East Tennessee greatly alarmed. Gcverner Harris,
and he requested President Davie to send 14,000 additional
troops into that eection.
3
It was this detachment of the Con-
federate army which Zollicoffer corrnanded. With the advent cf
these troops Union sentiment was subduad. Union men were either
forced into silence or were forced to flee from the state.
Yany cf them fled into Kentucky, where they joinee the Union
army.4 East Tennessee wat: doomed to Confederate cccoparcy un-
tfl the fall of 163.5
1 F,Tort of Ccrtested Elections in Con7ress of 1P61, 1.466ff.
Re:lort of Ccr77777ittecs, Second EESSiOn t 3-7th Congress, Vol. III.
2 Congressicnal Globe l 37th Ccrir7ress, Feb. 25,18G75,
.ver+.iIg, OD. clt., r. 3/.
4 
For r.'n inrtin, thoue:71 r7.!.rtisan accourt r this 'reign
of terror" vee Pon .P.rmenlew's r-. cf1.,
5
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The subsequent history of the etate under secession govern-
ment was military rather than political. The second extra ses-
sion of the legislature, which had met in June, had suspended
all civil courts, had made it a crime to hold Federal office,
and had placed the entire resources of the state in the hands of
the Governor.1 It further ordained that all the laws and ordi-
nances by which Tennessee became a member of the "Federal Union
of the United States cf America" were abrogated and that hence-
forth Tennessee shculd be "a free, sovereign, and independent
State". All state obligations to the Federal Constitution and
Government were annulled.
2 
Three short sessions were held by
the secession legislature elected in August, but nothing of a
political nature was accomplished.
3
While East Tennessee was beir4:- occupief by Rebel troops,
the mobilization of Confederate trcors in Middle and West Ten-
nessee proceded rapidly. Acts had been passed by the legisla-
ture to raise and equip an army of 55,000 men and to appropri-
ate $5,000,000 for the defense of the state.4 Headquarters
were established at Memphis by Gencral Gideon J. Pillar, and
the Provisional Army of Tennessee, consisting of about cne hun-
dred and eight regiments, was crgani7c(5.5 Nashville and )emphis
1 Acts of the Gcneral Asser7b1 of 7 nnessee, second extra
sessicn, 1861, p. 73.
T. Cnldrell, Ccn-'itutir- 1 7istnry o rrr..
cinr.e.U t Robert Clarke 0o-ntInv, 1c4e1-1), rt. 277-75. Also Acts of
Secrnd xtr. oion,lcr- /F
' Acts of the Gener 1 Assembly of Tennessee, loc. cit.
,
R. Grretl arc, F. A. Hallry, Thr r-c-1 a S-nth-err, (Geo. Sonb, Phr-LIWT5TiYa7-15-
5
hebcilica Record, Series I, Velume III, p. 363.
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became supply depots for the entire South as well as for Tennes-
see, and factories were established for the manufacture of muni-
tions and military stores.1 The Provisional Army of Tennessee
was turned over , with all its equipment and supplies, to the Con-
fecierr,te Govern.:nent,July 31, 1861.2 On August 2, 1861, Lecnidas
Polk was commissioned a kajor General by the Confederate Congress
amd, establishing headquarters at Vemphis, included the Tennes-
see troops in his command.3 The raising and equipping of an
army proved a great undertaking in Tennessee. Yen were plenti-
ful, but the state was not prepared to equip and arm them. It
was necessary in order to secure arms, to impress the arms of
citizens with the understanding that they were to be paid for
afterward.4 Governor Harris was at the head of the organiza-
ticn forces in Tennessee and shc"Ted considerable ability in that
capacity. He was in correspondence constantly with the leaders
of the Confederate government and army in his efforts to secure
arms for the troops he had recruited.
5
While Zollicoffer was busily engaged in subduing Union
sentiment in the East, General Polk was extending his lines fn-
to Kentucky. The presence of Confederate troops on the border
of Kentucky greatly alarmed the people of that state, and Gov-
1 - 7ret and Halley, cit., p. 67.
17ecorcl, cit.
Sis 1, Vcd. '767 rr (7.77.r7S_
(Ti. . _ f:c- Sen7.1,f;
Con7ret, Seccn,:: Volume 1, p.
_
  er. et., ZerS.es I, Vel. VII, p. F,Y7.
r+.1
• $ • • 4. •
crnor Lagoffin asked Harris of Tennersee for assurance that Ken-
tucky would not be invaded. Harris responded with a prcpcsed
treaty between the states providing that Kentucky would be in-
vaded by Confederate troops only at the request of the Governor
of the state. Thin treaty was repudiated by the Confederate
Congress on the grounds that Tennessee had not the "sovereign"
right to rake such a treaty.
1
The reason for this action on
the part cf the Confederate Congress was obvious when a few days
later General Polk was ordered to occupy the Kentucky towns a-
long the MississipTi river.2 He prcmptly took these towns and
fortified them. In September General Buckner mcved into Ken-
tucky, took Bowline: Green, and established himself there on
September 18. On October 28 General Albert Sidney Johnston
moved to Bowling Green and made that point his headquarters.
In the same mcnth (October) General Zollicoffer VMS ordered to
advance into Kentucky from East Tennessee, and Forts Henry and
Donelson on the Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers in the west
were ertablished and garrisoned. These two forts constituted
a r,ateway to the territory occupied by the Confederacy in the
west.
4
The Confederate forces now held a line which extended from
Columbus on the Yinsissippi, throuc,h Forts Henry and Dcnelson,
1 Rebellion Records, Series I, Volume T, nD. 376-7R.
P Rebellion Pecords, Series I, Vclume III, pp. 170-395.
4 
J. F. Rhode, JTirto:-- of the Civil War,  (The
Yacznilllen Co., Kew Yo:!-, 1917), p. 96.
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through Bowling Green, to Mill Springs and Cumberland Gap.
I
Gen-
eral A. S. Johnston was in command of this line. In the east
General Zollicoffer and General Crittenden had at their disposal
a force of 5,836 men ready for duty. At BowUng Green General
Hardee, in command of the Central Arny of Kentucky, had 22,272
men. In the went General Polk had a force of 28,531 men.
2
Meanwhile the forces for secession were active in Kentucky,
ar on November 18, 1861, a meeting was called at Russellville
for the purpose of adopting a provisional secession government.3
The governrent thus organized was recognized by the Confederacy
on December 7, 1861, and was admitted to the Ccnfederacy on De-
cember 10, 1861. This government continued to function until
the Ccnfederate forces were driven from the state in February,
1862.4
For the time being Tennessee seemed firmly entrenched with-
in the Confederacy. General Zolliccffer hfad crushed Union sup-
port in East Tennessee. Middle and West Tennessee seemed se-
cure behind the line of fortifications in Kentucky, and this
security was increased by the apparent inability of the Union
forces in Kentucky to attain an efficient organization. ne
military operations of the early part of 1862, however, rere to
change the entire aspects of the situation. General Grant had
Garrett and Eley, cD. cit., r. 95. ; Cf17- irrns in Yen,-
and Tennecr.ee fl72-1 1.4. 1 Papers of the rashusetts
tcrical Society, Vol. VII, Appendix rap No. 1.
4
journr-a1 of the Confederate Ceneress, Vol. I, Pp. 576-547.
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been placed in command of the Union forces on the Mississippi
and in West Kentucky. On November 7, 1861, he moved against Bel-
mont on the Uissouri side of the river, but had been repulsed
and forced to fall back to Cairo.
1 
From then until the middle
of January, 1862, there were no important movements by either
army.
We have seen the rituation in Kentucky as to the Confeder-
ate forces. The Union forces were net united under one command.
In the west General Grant , under the command of General Halleck,
commanded the Union forces. From the Cumberland River eastward
General Buell was in command.2 This division of command exist-
ed until Varch 11, 1862, when the two departments were united
under General Halleck.3 In January General Been ordered len-
eral Thomas to move against the forces of Zollicoffer in Fast
Tennessee, and on January 19 engaged the Rebel troops in battle
at Mill Snring:. After a sharp engagement lasting more than
three hours, in which General Zollicoffer was killed, the Con-
federate forces under General George B. Crittenden were forced
to withdraw, and during the night they retired to the south
side of the Cumberland.4 General Grant now received oreers
from Halleck to move aaainst the Confederate lines in the West,
and, co-operating with Admiral Foote, who commanded the Federal
1 Rel,ellien Record, Series I, Vol. VII, n. 442.
2 
Garrett and Halley, cr. cit., p. 253.
' Rebellion -;:ecord.s, Series 1, Vol. X, p. 2P.
4 rel.1 Series I, Vol. VII, pp. 78, 6.-.9
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fleet on the Tennessee River, attacked Fort Henry.1 This uoint
was taken February 6, 1862, and Grant planned to move immediate-
ly against Fort Donelson.2 Bad weather prevented the movement
of troops, and it was not until February 12 that the Union
forces were able to attack Fort Donelson. The garrison, under
Generals Floyd, Pillow, and Buckner, withstood a three-days'at-
tack but were forced to surrender on February 16. When asked
for terms of capitulation, Grant replied, "No terms except un-
conditional and immediate surrender can be accepted", a stste-
ment which became popularly connected with the name of Grant.3
The fall of Forts Henry and Donelson and the defeat of the
Confederate forces at Mill Springs n.ad' the Confederate posi-
tion in Bowling Green untenable, rind on February 14, 1862, Gen-
eral Johnston evacuated that city and fell back throu-:
ville. The main bcdy of the trcops in that city had 21ry
withdrawn to Vurfreesboro on February 17 and 18,
4 
and on the 24th.
Johnston completely evacuated the city and joined the main body
of the army.5 The advance line of the Confederacy bed been com-
pletely broken, and the way now lay open to the Union forces
for the occupation of Tennessee.
1 F. N. Thorpe, The Civil War from a Northern Standpoint,
N,c1-_;e 5%rriL Sons, ",:Liladelyllia, 1906T, D.
' Official r,enortr of loftier, Published by Order of the
Con,zrers cf the Confe-derlte State, p. 37 ff.
3 p,ebellion Rper.r, Seriec 1, 7-1. VII, p. 161.; Official
rcports of Fattles, rn• cit., pp. 50-176 DRF7in.
4 Je'f Davis, The Til_re and F:t7j_ r Cr1-re7.7errtle Govern-
rent, (D. %o., hoz n. 30, -
Rubellicn Records, Cer. 1, Vol. Vii, p. 418.
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General Grant had promptly moved into West Tennessee, and,
following the evacuation of Nashville by the Rebels, he ordered
Nelson's division to occupy the city, which was accomplished
rithout onnosition on the morning of February 25.1 On February
22, 18C2, the day that Davis was inaugurated in Richmond,2
Grant issued a general order declaring martial law to exist in
West Tennessee.3
East Tennessee was also open to invasion by the Northern
troops at this time, and such an invasion was strongly urged by
Lincoln, who felt that this section was the key to the entire
Confederate territory. This invasion, however, was delayed by
the dalliance of those in command of the Union troops in the
section, and the opnortunity was lest.
General Johnston found himself in a dangerous position in
rurfreesboro, but because of the complete demoralization of his
forces, he found it necessary to remain there for some time.
He gradually concentrated his troops at Corinth, rississippi,
and reached that town himself on rarch 24, 1862.
4 
riddle and
West Tennessee were now under Federal control.
The sudden defeat of the Confederate troops and their with-
drawal from the state left the secessionists of Tennessee dis-
mayed. With the evacuation of Nashville, Governor Harris and
tie legislature had fled, Harris gcins first to Vemphie and
Cn.,Inirrnr. in Kcntuck7 Tf-nnesr:se, on cit., p. 21.2 .
Facrercn, YE, E1aKe.9 an,3 P-..rerr of the Confc-rrv,op. cit., p. 184.
3 -ebellion Reocrds, Series I, Vol. Viz, . f".55.4 
fhorpc, on. ci., p. 258.
L6,
. .later to Corinth, Mississippi •1 Follei7rng the evacuation of the
city by Johnston and before its occurY-tion by the Union fcrceu,
the people of I:ashville were in a state of panic. robs roamed
about the city breaking into stores, seizing supplies, and de-
stroying military equiPment left there.
2
Order res restored or-
ly after the Union trcops arrived. After he had reached remphic,
Governor Harris called the legislature into sessien in an effort
to arouse the people of the state against the ',:nten Invaders.
3
It eat until Larch 20, 1862, when, because of the dane:er of the
capture of remphis by the Union armysit adjourned sine die and
repaired with Harris to Corinth, behind the Confederate lines.
4
Effective secession govern-lent in Tennessee was at an end.
The withdrawal of the Confederate forces from Tennessee
left an arcs cf some 30,000 square 7i1Pn con tc Union occupa-
tion and left a population of approximately one million people
without government and in grave danger of a slave uprising.
5
The military government under martial law as established by
Grant wac net adeeuate for the siteetirn, and it devolved upon
the Federal Government tc make provision for these people. Lin-
coln recogni7ed the necessity of sneedy action and immediately
took steps in that direction. Using his authority as commander-
1
Ferti, m cit., p.
2 
Hecrt  or T?attlFP, (-,7), cit., r, 569.
A-.rer,JF, cr. p.
Caldwell Constittionsi 2ii5ter  ef T4nnersce,
(Cincinnati, The Robert Clarke Ce., l(-\07), p. 2'77.
5
or. cit. p. 34.
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in-chief of the army, he decided upon a military government
under the control of a specially appointed brigadier-general,
who was to serve as military governor of the state. For this
task he selected Senator Andrew Johnson.
1 
So great was Lin-
coin's desire for haste that the Secretary of War signed John-
son's commission March 3, 1862, before the Senate had time to
act upon it.
2
The end of March, 1862, finds Tennessee almost completely
under the control of the Union. General Grant had moved up the
Tennessee River to Pittsburgh Landing, just a few miles from
the Confederate Army at Corinth; General Buell had occupied
Fashville and had started a march to join forces with Grant;
the secession government had been routed; military government
under Johnson had been established. The outlook for the South-
ern sympathizers in the state was indeed gloomy.
.1
R. W. Winston, Andrew Johnson, Plebian and Patriot,(KewYork, Henry Holt and Co., 19277-57245.
2 Rencrt of the Joint Cmmittee on Reconstruction, HouseEiscellaneous Documents, Reports of Committees, 39th Concress,Part I, TEnnessee, p. 5 (Hereinafter referred to as "Report ofthe Joint Committee"); J. B. MOYasters, History of the United States Durinp, Lincoln's Administrat:Ion, (New York, D. Appelton& Co., 1927), p. 198.
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CHAPTER II
ANDPZ1 JOHNSON AM) MILITARY GOVERN12.NT
When President Lincoln was confronted with the necessity
of immediately establishing some form of Union government in
Tennessee, he chose to set up a provisional military government
with powers to rule until the old form cf civil rule could be
re-established. For this difficult task he selected a Tennes-
sean, a man formerly a political tower cf strength in the state
and a man whose loyalty to the Union was unquestioned. This
man was Andrew Johnson, former Governor of Tennessee, a fervid
Unionist and a forceful, thoth lonely figure in the Senate.
No weakling could have faced the task confronting the Military
Governor of Tennessee. Lincoln's choice of "Andy" Johnson was
happy. It is said that no other name than Johnson's came to
Lincoln's mind)
Some knowledge of Johnson's backFround and: his character
will be of value in considering his actions while Lilitary'Gov-
ernor of Tennessee and later while President of the United
States.
Andrew Johnson, second son of Jacob Johnson and rary Mc-
Donough, was born in Raleigh, North Carolina, on December 8,
21F20?.- His pcverty-ridden parents were employees of Casso's
Inn, his mother a maid-of-all-work, his father a perter as well
1
rcliert. W. Winston, Ardrew Johnson  Pnd(New York, Henry Holt Co., 1(:)29,77-177-24:s.
2
L. Stryker, Al.ldre - :chnfl,711-A ;:tlir'v in C(,  (lew
Tntr5ot,
York, Facriillian Co., 229-T, p. 1.
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as town constable, sexton, and porter at the state bank)
 
In
December , 1811, Jacob Johnson, after hercicciraving two men
from drowning, suffered so from expoeure that a few days later,
while tolling a funeral bell, fell frOm exhauetion and died.
2
The mother and her children were ncorr almost entirely objects
of charity; and as soon as Andrew was old enough, he was bound
out as an apprentice to J. J. Selby, a'tailor.3 He received no
schooling but picked up considerable information from the
learned men who loafed in Selby's shop. In 1824, at the age of
sixteen, he ran away from Raleigh, wandered about North Carolina
and South Carolina for about two years, and then returned home.
In August, 1826, the Johnson family left North Carolina and set-
tled at Greeneville, Tennessee, where Andrew again engaged in
the tailoring buciness.
On Vay 17, 1827, Andrew Johnsen end Eliza YcCrele were
married by Mordioai Lincoln, a kineman of Abraham Lincoln.
4
Eliza was, for the time, well educated and immediately took in
hand the task of teaching her husband. He learned rapidly and
eagerly and became intensely interested in politics, where he
showed great aptitude. He became active in political affairs
ar his mental powers grew, and in 1828 was elected alderman at
1
L. B. Str7ker, 2.ndre-, Jchncon-1, Studv in Co' (NeffYork, Macmillian Co., 1920), p. 1. ; 7inston, on. cal.., p. 3.
2 Stryker, on. cit., p. 1.
3 •,,-• 
f'ec. ; Stryker, rn t. cit., 7. ,s4torities give triY-7-6-.7ie as IF19, but -1:-insten cites crert re-cords to show tht it e-- e in 1822, when Johnson .tas fourteen.)




He served as alderman for three terms and then
was elected Mayor, in which capacity he served for three suc-
cessive terms. In 1834 he was a delegate to the convention
which adopted a new constitution for Tennessee.
3 
In 1e35 he
was elected to the lower house of the state legislature, where
he served for six years.4 In 1841 he was elected to the state
Senate and in 1843 was elected Congressman.  He served as rep-
resentative for ten years, was.made Governcr of Tennessee in
1653 and again in 1855, and was then returned to Washington as
Senator in 1857.6
In the Senate he gained national recognition by his advoc-
acy of the Homestead Act.
7
In 1560 he strongly favored the
comprcmise positicn of the Breckinridge-Lane presidential tick-
et, but in 1861, when secession became a fact, he retc.'ined his
seat in the Senate and stood solidly trve to the Union.
8 
:rie
fight for the Union, for the retention of Tennessee within the
Union, and for the deliverance of his beloved East Tennessee







P• 4.; Winton, on. cit.. p. 23.
4 Henry Waterson, 7.1rse Henry-Ln f!ntobiogrnhy, (New York,
George H. Loran Co., 19.17577—p. 12.
Stryker, on. cit.. n. 11.
6 
Watterson, c7). cit., p. 152.
7
CD. cit., p. 34.
8 Watterecn, p. 154.
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speeches in the Senate are among the most stirring to be found
in the records of the sessions of which he was a member. He
stood indeed a lone figure in American politics: an outcast
from his home, separated from his family, hated by Southerners,
distrusted by Northerners, he was a pathetic yet a dauntless
figure.
Having seen something of Johnson's life prior to his ap-
pointment as Eilitary Governor of Tennessee, let us -survey brief-
ly the character of the man. Born, as he was, in poverty and
schooled in the politics of the hills of East Tennessee, there
the people were largely small farmers and laborers who loved the
Union and hated slavery and the landed aristocracy it supported,
it is not unnatural tht he chould be completely plebeiczin his
views. he hated the aristocratic land holders with an inten-
sity almost a passion and stood vigorously on the rights of the
poor and lowly. This attitude wae fostered and fed by his am-
bition and his fierce pride. "Born with a genius for contro-
versy and ar impulse toward expression," he soon developed into
a fiery and forceful orator.
1 
His speeches carried much weight
in the political affairs of Tennessee.
In annearance he was not remarkable. Standing about five
feet nine inches in height, he was compactly, almost stockily,
tt2f1t and gave the impression of great physical strength. Hie
woi lar,.;e, and his features, usually passive an-!
were handsnr...e. In drsc he ras meticulnus, rearinp clnl.)-.es of
1 C. G. (Cr-lpridvf, eeLiterary Guild c 1r:-F;), p. 27.
•.,
good quality and faultless linen.1 His habits of life mere sim-
ple and .moderate. Much has been said and written to prove John-
son a drunkard, but investiantion and the testimony of those
who knew him seem to leRve no doubt as to the falsity of such
charges.
2 
That he was patient and kind-hearted with sufferers,
but violent and vitrolic when aroused, is attested by all his
biographers. Winston, in his life of Johnson, cites numerous
instances to prove that beneath his severe and austere exterior
there lay a sly good-humor and wit.
3 
It is said he could never
resist the plea or the smile of a beautiful woman, yet no one,
even his bitterest enemy, could ever testify to any dishonor-
able conduct on the part of Johnson tcward any reran.4 Henry
Watterson, the eminent Kentucky journalist, in crls autcbicgra-
phy has this tc say of Jchnson.
5
'
"There was fro' first to lr.-t not a little abcyt
him to baffle conjecture. I should call him a cross be-
tween Jack Cace and Aaron Burr. His synpaies were
easily stirred by rags in distress. But he was uncom-
promising in his detestation of the rich. It was said
that he hated a 'biled shirt.' He would have nothing to
do with pecnle who wore broadcloth, though he carefully
dressed hinself 
"There was nothing of the tough about him, however.
His langnaE,e was careful and exact. I never heard him
utter an oath or tell a risque story. He passed quite
1 C. G. Bowers, The Tragic Era, (Cambridge, Yassachusetts,
The Literary Guild of knerics, 19), P. 25.
2 —:,atterecn, on. cit., n. l5. ; F. K. Beale, Tbe Critical




nrton, cn. cit., n. P25 ff.
4 Bez,.1 e, on. ctt., n. 17.
5 ":rttcrson, cit., 157.-154.
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fifteen years in Washington, a total abstainer from the
use of intexicants. He fell into the occasional-drink
habit during the dark days of the War. But after some
costly experience he dropped it and continued a total
abstainer to the end of his days.
"He had, indeed, admirable self-control. I do not
believe a more conscientious man ever lived. His judge-
ments were sometimes peculiar, but they were upright
and sincere, having reasons, which he could give with
power and effect, behind them. Yet he was a born poli-
tician, crafty to a degree, and always successful, rely-
ing upon a popular following which never failed him."
Thus we can see the man chosen by Abraham Lincoln, also a
pletaan, for the stupendous task of governing kindly a hostile
people, a man who had everything to lose and little to gain by
such a mission. His task was made doubly hard by the fact
that East Tennessee, the regicn where lived the people upon
rho- he could depend for :.upnort, w:36: still occupied by Con-
federate troops, while the region under his rule wPs inhabited
largely by his old political enemies. He could have been in-
spired to the undertaking only by a great and powerful love for
his principles and for the Union.
Immediately following his appointment Johnsen prepared to
leave Washington. Upon the confirmation of his appointment by
the Senate he set out, accompanied by Horace raynard and Emer-
son Etheridge.1 Prom Cincinnati on Larch 10, 1862, he wired
;Thrierl Buell at 'Cashville ae.cing fcr advice as to the best way
to get to Nashville and requesting that he be advi da to
the trcors and couip-ent at his dis,,nra1.2
rcached hi r" at LoTzirville the fr'llowinf7 day:
3
1 ,
oD. cit., p. "223:hPliLOn.
?
Reccrds, S(r. I, Vol. X9 Part II, 17). 25.3
n. C22.
"Headquarters, Nashville, March 11, 1662.
Governor Andrew Johnson, Louisville:
I have received your dispatch from Cincinnati. Ihave seen and conversed somewhat frequently with the mostprominent Union men in and abcut Nashville. They are true,but the mass are either inimical or overawed by the tyr-rany of opinion and power that has prevailed or are wait-ing to see how matters turn out. They will acquiesce whenthey see that there is to be stability.
You must not expect to be received with enthusiasm,but rather the reverse, and I would suggest to you to en-ter without any display. I shall be happy to meet youwhen you land and escort you to my quarters until ycu canprovide for yourself more satisfactorily. As for theroute, the river will be the most comfortable; the rail-road the quickest. Perhaps time is of consequence.Please let me know when to expect you.
D. C. Buell"
7ndeterred by the note of discouragement in Buell's ccm-
municatien, Johnsen preceded at once tr Nashville 'ry rail,
reaching there on March 12.1 He found Eashville in a state of
confusion under the martial law established in February by
Grant. There was no other law or government, and martial law
was entirely inadequate for the situation. Under Grant's order
all civil courts had been suspended until a number of citizens
stronc, enough to maintain law and order had returned to their
allegiance to the Union.4' No provision had been made fcr the
re-establishment of civil rule. Johnson's first cfficial act
rns the delivery cf an address to the citizens of Yashville up-
on the nignt of his arrival. This aedress v.as ptil-.1sd en the
and copies were distributed ever the state. It was ccaciii-
ory in tone, invited the eople of the state to cce back to
1
.7inston, cr. D. 24.




the Union, and promised pardon and amnesty to all except "con-
scious leaders in treason." He further pledged himself to do
his utmost toward the seedy restoration of civil government
e_nd asked the support and co-oreraticn of the nenrle in that
effort.
A few of the leading citizens accepted this invitation,
bnt the majority of them were still hostile to the Union. 13e-
cesEicn sentiment was still strong in Middle and West Tennes-
see and stronger nowhere, perhaps, than in Nashville and the
immediate vicinity. Among those who accepted Johnson's invita-
ticn and came forward to greet him were such men as ex-Gever-
ncr Neill S. Brown, ex-Governor Ca-"-bell, Bailie Peytcn, &r,c1
:g._H. Polk, brother of President Polk.
1 
Encouraging though
the support of such men must have been to Jchnson, he must nave
been somewhat disheartened by the opposition of the local of-
ficials, the press, and the clergy. Realizing the importance
of the loyalty of the city government of Nashville, Johnsen
required the Mayor and the City Council to take an oath of al-
legiance to the Union and 771- r1 they refused threw them into
prison.2 Next came the military supervision of the press and
the ministry. In Larch he ordered suspended the publication
of the Nashville Times, a belligerent Cenfederate parer.3 on
Of these men Peyton and Brown had signed the "Addrees tothe People of Tenneseee" of April 18, 1851, fercrinr ercer.sicn.3ee lecorel, Vol. I, n.
- C. R. Hall,- Andrew Jehneen c4" 7=1=4(Princetcn, O., 707incoton 
42.3 ,..
qlnEtcr, rn. Cj4. . 5.
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June 17 six preac!lers who were eumelenee and ordered to take the
oath refuved to do so and were imprisoned. Shortly afterward
five of them were sent south beyond the Federal lines.' One of
the number was 13aro1ed because cf ill health.
The military goveree:ent established by Lincoln in Tennes-
see was unlike the 71ilitary governnent common in internaticnal
law in that it wae milder and more ain to civil eovern-nent.
It was intended to ehow the state that the nurpese of the war
was to maintain the national supremacy, and that everything.nos-
sible was being done to restore the people to their for-rer re-
lations to the national c17ern-lent.2 The Federal Gover=ent
ettempted tr treat all nereens as citizens of a cceeon count -
and the e7-iaracter of the eovernment v, aF; e,s ciroterces
7rnle -,)erit. A nilitary r.Jvern-ent r.e best
neanr nossnle te carry out the purnere of the ntional r,:overn-
ment as expressed by Lincoln. It not only extended to the cit-
izens of Tennerree all reasonable civil privileges, but it al-
so afforded then -:ech needed prctectien fron necereary hard-
'hip. The ccrsti4utional rid-it cf l'e Presie'ent to -lake s-cch
an appoint-lent may, perilans, be deduced fro- Article IV, Section
4 of the Constit-tien.4 This nrovisien Euaranteen to every
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It was President Lincoln's idea that the Military Governor
should, as far as possible, conduct the affairs of the state un-
der its own laws and without unnecessary use cf his military
rowers.1 Johnson's character and conditions in Tennessee made
EUCh a policy difficult of execution, and many of Johnson's
measures have been severely criticised. It should be remember-
ed, however, that no man could have filled such a position with-
cut arousing the enmity of some people.
Among the most important duties of the Military Governor
was the re-establishment of civil rule. Johnson ccnsidered this
of paramount importance, since he felt that civil rule .rould be
accompanied by stability, and stability would bring about a re-
vival of sentiment favorable to the Union. One of his first of..
ficial acts was the appointment of temporary state officer: \alio
were chosen from the ranks of his loyal supporters. Edward H.
East was made Secretary of State; Joseph S. Fowler, Comptroller;
orce Maynard, Attorney General; and Edward Cooper, Private
Secretary to the Governor.2
The feeling that Tennessee had been deserted by the Confed-
eracy and that Federal successes would prevail greatly strength-
ened Union sentiment in the state. In Nashville many people
prompted by this feeling and attracted by the generr•us tcnis of
the amnesty oath offered by Johnson, pleeaed thcir g1leg1ance
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ulated in no small measure by the treatment accorded certain in-
fluential citizens who had refused to take the oath. There were
sent south of the Union lines under pain of being treated as
spies if they attempted to return.'
Encouraged by the number of people who came forward to take
the oath, Johnson called for an electicn of city officials to be
held in Nashville. The call, published by the sheriff cn April
23, provided for an election on May 22.
2 
This action was taken
by the Unionists in the state as a signal to begin the restora-
tion of civil rule and the re-alignment of the state within the
Union. On Kay 1 two hundred men Tr.r!t in Nashville, probably at
the instigation of Johnson, and called for a corventicn to
meet &t Nashville on May 12.' Ths turpose of this conventicn
was to consider means of restoring the state to pre-recession
relations with the Union. It met as scheduled, appointed a
"State Central Committee" to communicate with loyal Unionists
over the state, and a committee to arrange for the release of
Tennesseans held as prisoners of war.
4
This election, the firFt step in Jchnson's reconstruction
program, proved a disappointment to him. The Union candidate
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vote of 1,190 tc 100n.1 Foster was a confirmed Confederate sym-
pathiser. He was given his ccmeissicn by Johnson, but the next
day was arrested for disloyalty and thrown into prison.
2 
The
defeated candidate, Brien, was then ordered to assume tle duties
of the office. The results of this election were a decided set-
back to the administration, and for a time reconstruction meas-
ures were abandoned. The Gcverner's sttentien as now turned
tc matters purely military.
At thel'time of Johnson's erpointment he was given tc ure-!er-
stand that there would he placed at his disposal troops suffi-
cient to enable him to carry out his policier.
4
He was also 1 d
to expect the co-operation of the officers in ccennand of the
troops stationed in Tennessee. To Johnson the security of Nash-
ville was of paramount importance, since he felt that such Efte12/2•
ity would lead to stability of the governnent he wished to es-
tablish, and the success of his reconstruction measures depended
upon the stability of his government. At the time he reached
Nashville the city wen well e,arriscned by Buell's troops, but a
few days later Buell began withdrawing his troops in F:.11 effort
to form a junction eith Grant who was encamped at Savannah, Ten-
nessee, a fee: miles from Corinth, rississippi. The withdrewal
cf Buell's troops continued after the battle of Shiloh, as the
1 , R. Garret, and A. V. Goodneeturep
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Union forces moved on to take Memphis and to advance to Corinth
and Huntsville. In April we find .7ohnson writing to the War De-
partment protesting the removal of troops from Nashville, and
finally, on April 26, he sent a dispatch to Lincoln.1 Lincoln,
however, chose to rely upon the judgement of Buell and Ealleck
in the matter.
2
This friction between Johnson and Buell con-
tinued until finally Buell was removed.
Meanwhile Johnson was not idle but was busily helping and
encouraging the Unionists of the Convention of May 12 in their
vigorous campaign for the Union cause, The capture of Cumber-
land Gap by Union forces, June 18, 1P2, the noseibility of the
occupation of East Tennessee by the Federal troops, and the
Union successes in the southwest raised the hones of the Loyal-
ists and stimulated them to increared'activity.3 Rallies !n-
tended to intensify and crystalize Union sentiment were held in
different communities, and Johnson frequently appeared in person
to speak to the gatherings.
4 
Uthough he faced danger to him-
self in making such appearances and had to to accompanied by
troops to guard him, he seems to 1-,n,ve sho7rn no hesitancy, and
his efforts were fruitful.
5 
Union sentiment was spreadinc, and
the Union Armies had continued to advance, there is little
doubt that elections would have been held within a few months,
1
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and the State Government in all probability would have been re-
otore,i
The withdrawal of troops from Nashville by Buell now pro-
duced the results Johnson had feared. The southern part of Ten-
nessee was being overrun by guerilla bands under such leaders
as Vorgan and Forrest. These bands were devastating the state,
seizing supplies, destroying telegraphs and railroads, killing
orominent ltnionists, and attacking detached sections of the
Union Army.
2 
Morgan seized several i-.7portant tcwns on the Louis-
ville and Nashville Railroad.3 In July Vurfreesboro, Clarks-
ville, Lebanon, and Gallatin were taken, and on the 20th Yorgan
captured Edgefield Junction and pickets within sight of Nash-
ville.4 Thus while Johnson's authority embraced the whole of
Tennessee, the warfare within the state limited his rule to the
city of Nashville and the region i7mediately surrounding.
5
Johnson was not, however, to be overawed by the depredations of
the guerillas but adopted a retaliatory policy. He proclaimed:
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Suo'l a policy, when the Confederates almost surrounded him cnly
a few miles t,vay, and when General Bell threatened to evacuate
Nashville, show the character and determination of the new Gov-
ernor.1
reamthile the regular armies on both sides had been moving
rapidly on campaigns of great moment. There had been constant
agitation on the part of the loyalists at Nashville and from
the authorities at Washington for the occupation of East Ten-
nessee by Aion forces. Acting under this pressure, and after
the Union successes in Southwestern Tennessee, General Buell
was roving across the southern part of the state towards Chat-
tanooga, rhich he considered the key and the vital point in a
movement on East Tennessee.2 By the end of June Buell was 7!ith-
in one hundred and fifty miles of Chattanooga, where he war
3forced to wait a month for the building of railroad connections.
This delay enabled General Bragg to move his troops through Ala-
bama and concentrate them at Chattanooga, from whence , eluding
Buell, he moved northward toward Kentu.cy.4 In the meantire Cen-
eral Kirby Smith had eluded the Union forces at Cumberlend Gap,
appeared in Kentucky, and defeated a Union force at Richmond,
5Aue,,ust 30. Vrith Bragg's advence northward, Buell began the
course of action which ultimately resulted in his re7lace71ent
1
Stryker, or. cit., r. 1^1.
Hrn.T7!er, or. cit., r. 721.




by RosecranE. Instead of advancing eastTard to intercept Bragg,
he retired to Murfreesboro, where he concentrated his troops on
September 5, at which time he received two divisions from Grant
as reinforcements) From Murfreesboro he fell back to Nashville
and permitted Bragg to cross the Cumberland unnolested.
2 
Buell
now planned to evacuate Nashville, since he felt that it was
poor military tactics to attempt to hold a position so far in
advance of the main army, and he planned to move into Kentucky
in pursuit of Bragg.3 Johnson, hearing rumors that Nashville
was to be abandoned, went to Buell and insisted that a force
sufficient to defend the city be left when the main portion of
Buell's army moved into Kentucky. After a third intervie=Y in
which both of them became rather testy, Buell consented to
leave a force under the command of General Thomas.4 The fol-
lowing day Buell left for Boling Green, Kentucky, to overtake
his command there, and on the next day, learning that Bragg
had crossea into Kentucky, he ordered General Thc:nas to leave
a division at Nashville under General Palmer and join the main
army.5 Thomas's departure left Nashville inadeouately defend-
ed and in great danger. From September 15 to November 14, 1862p
Nashville was cut off from the outside world, in a state of
•orn
1 ,
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complete siege) Johnsen abandoned his residence and ^loved 4
to the capitol building, which had been fortified. There he
and his staff stayed day and night.2 On NOvember 5 Mcrgan and
Forrest 'rte a corabined attack on Nashville, and it was report-
ed that Breckinridge with 50,000 troops was near by. The group
at the capital had gone into the dome of the building to watch
the engagement; and when the Union forces were seen to fall
back toward the city, it was thought that all was lost, r:.nd
that the city would have to be surrendered. It was then that
Johnson thundered, "I an no military man but anyone who talks
of surrender, I will shoot." Johnson's stubborn attitude 'vas
justified, for the falling back of the Union line had been sim-
ply a ruse and the Confederates were repulsed.3 Nashville had
tain been s.7ed to the Unirn hv JcIrnner's estun-rn courage.
Bragg's advance into Kentucky was halted by the Ez--,.ttle of
Perryville, October 8.4 Aftrr his defeat at the hands of the
Union troops he fell back to Harrodsburg, where he joined with
the forces of General Sm th and then retreated into Tennessee,
where he concentrated his forces at Murfreesboro. Buell did
not pursue him, but :tfter a few days fcr re-organization re.
1
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The friction between Johnson and Buell
now cane to a head. The Governors of Ohio, Indiana, and Illi-
nois were dissatisfied with Buell, as was Lincoln; and when
Buell's faillire to defend Nashville was reviewed by a military
commissicn in October, he was relieved of his command; and it
was given to General Rosecrans, who had tern active in the
South during the Kentucky campaign.
2
RosecIans, like Buell, soon cane into conflict with John-
son over the matter of authority in Nashville. At this time
there existed in Nashville both civil and military rule, and
disputes arose between Johnson and Rosecranr as to the extent
of their respective jurisdictions. The War Department,
through Genera/ Halleck, promptly instructed Rcsecrans to keep
his hands off, that Johnson was "no ordinary brigadier-genera].
but the Governor of a state with the full powers of that cffice:'3
Harmony was then restored and Johnson's authority confirmed.
The battle of 1.7urfreesboro, December 31, 1862, to January
4, 1863, marks the close of the campaign inaugurated by Bragg's
invasion. Thinking to surprise Bragg, who was in winter quar-
ters at Yurfreesboro, Rosecranr moved out from Nashville on the
night of December 30 and attacked the following day. The en-
Facement lasted until January 4, 17, en Brag retreated, and Rose-
cranc occupied and fortified Yvrfrersboro. No cnnpaign of any
1
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consequence was to take place for six months. During that time
Fragg and Vosecrans faced one another south of Nashville.
1
During the siege of Nashville, and the occupation of the
state by the Confederate forces, Jchnson was not entirely cccu-
pied with military matters. In October President Ljr.coln rec-
ommended that elections for Congressmen be held in certain dis-
tricts in West Tennessee. In the ninth and tenth districts the
peoplemetinconventions, selected candidates, and set Decem-
ber 13 ar the date for the election, subject to change by the
Governor if he decired.
2 
In December Johnson issued a procla-
mation moving the date for the election up to December 29.3
This proclamation (Id not reach scne of the districts until af-
ter the 13th, and in these districts the election was held on
thrA (17:te. In the other districts General Forrest 7.....de a rid
on the 28th w'llich caused the elections to be Postponed.4 The
results of this election were a disarpointment to the Unionists.
The results were scanty and unofficial. From the Ninth District
a- Vr. Harkins claimed he had been elected, but when he appeared
Washinton, the committee on contested elections denied him
his sert.5 In June an election of municipal officers had been
held in r.en7his, but the close supervision of the polls by the
.3ant,--a.gne in Eentucky gc Tennessee, or. cit./Ch.• VIII,
L- p. 295-370,
2 Fall, or. cit., D. PR.: Pertig,, or. cit., D. 42.
YErh7ille Union, Drcer.1,er 9, 1A62.
Ports of Co---1!tte, on Contested Elections, 371h Con-
Frees, FJecono Sersion, Rerort No. 4.
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Union army kept many from the polls, and the vote was so light
as to be little encouraging to Lincoln and Jchnson.
1
With the defeat of Bragg at rurfreesboro, Johnson was en-
Culed to resume his activities toward reconstruction. On Jan-
ue.ry 1, 1P63, President Lincoln issued his ETancipation Procla-
mation.
2
It is to be noted that Tennessee was the only seceded
state to q'omitted from the provisions of the proclamation.
This was probably done at the instigation of Johnson.3 It had
long been the theory of Johnson that the states had never been
cut of the Unicn, and that the loyal citizens of Tennessee re-
tained their personal and property rights, and he desired that
they be permitted to abolish slavery of their own accord.4 In
line with this thecry Johnson now devoted his principal efforts
toward the abolition of slavery within Tennessee. He launched
a campaign of propaganda within the state, an° late in February
started on a speaking tour which carried him through New Yerk,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, s.nd Chio.5
The state constitution of Tennessee provided for election
of Congressional representatives in August of 1PC3. Since the
Confederate forces now held only East Tennessee, it was not ex-
1 
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L.
pected that the secession forces within the state would attempt
to hold an clecticn. However, Governor Harris, from his head-
ouarters with Bragg's army, issued a call fcr a ncminating con-
vention to meet at Winchester on June 1.1 The convention was
held, and ncminations were made in spite of the irregularity of
the authtyity of the delegates. At the ensuing election the
nominees were elected, thcugh by whom it is not known.
2
This
intended political move was turned into a farcical gesture by
the success of the Union arms. Although the congressmen went
to Richmcnd and were seated, Governor-elect Robert L. Carrrth-
ers was never inaugurated. Befcre the time set for that cere-
mony Bragg had been forced to retreat into Georgia.4
On the other hand the radical Unionists had looker forward
to the. August elections as a chance to reorganize civil govern-
ment in Tennessee and had hoped that Rosecrane -7culd have mili-
tary successes before that time sufficient to renew loyal senti-
ment. On June 20 a call was issued by the State Central Commit-
tee, composed of Brownlcw, raynard, and thirteen others, for a
Union convention to meet in Nashville, july 1.5 The convention
met as scheduled arel, in its sessione, "heean tc develop the
split of the Union party into Conservative and Radical elements.
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civil govern-ent within the state. The Radicals, most of whom
were from East Tennessee, favored the continuance of military
rule until the rtate was rid of Confederate troops. They pre-
ferred military government by one of their own number, to a civ-
il rule which they feared would be dominated by their enemies
fro", other sections of the state.
1 The Radicals prevailed, and
resolutions were adopted approving JOhnscn's appointments and
recommending the continuation of his rule.
2 
The conventicn
further authorized Governor Johnson to issue writs for an elec-
tion to be held the first week in August or as soon after as he
might deem it expedient. This net with the approval of both
Lincoln and Johnson, as neither felt that the time net come
-.7or an election. They feared an adverse vote.
3
Rosecrans had spent the time fro q the Battle of Murfrees-
boro until June drawn up facing Bragg's forces in order to pre-
vent him fromjoining forces with Johnston in Yississippl.
4
 In
June it was decided to advance against Bragg's forces in an ef-
fort to drive him from the state and at the same time to effect
a junction with Genenal Burnside, who had been ordered to move
into Earnt Tennessee from Kentucky.5 At the Battle of Tullahoma,
June 29, Bragg Avis forced to retreat and withdraw to Chatta-
1
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nooga, which he strongly fortified.
1
Ly ti iddle of August Rosecrans had established satisfac-
tory lines of communication and began his advance through the
mountains toward Chattanonga.2 By the first of September his
forces hati, reached Lookout rountain and threatened to cut off
3ragg's communicaU.ons with the South. Meanwhile Burnside had
made his way from Kentucky into East Tennessee, General Buckner;
in command of the Confederate troopr in that section, retirinf7,
before him.3 Bragg found his position in Chattanooga untenable
and retired from the city on September 7 and 8.4 He then took
5position from Lee and Gordon's mills to Lafayette in GeoriF.,a.
On September 1 Burnside had occupied Knoxville, ane on the th).
General Shackelford captured the entire Rebel force at Cumber-
land Gap, with all their arms and eouipment.6 These two forces
now moved to7ard Chattanooga to join Rosecrans. Rorecrans, as-
suming that Bragg's forces were completely demoralized, follow-
ed him closely through the mountains beyond Chattanooga, hoping
to crush him completely.7 Bragg, however, had his forces well
in hand and had received Longstreet'r entire corns from Lee's
7
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army as reinforcements. He suddenly turned on Rosecrons before
the Union fcrces were ont of the mountains and defeated them de-
cisively at ChickanauRa Creek on September 19, 1963.1 The Union
forces, badly shaken, were forced to retire to Chattanooga.2
This victory enabled Bragg to send Longstreet to operate against
Burnside in East Tennessee, and by the middle of over the
Union forces hsd been driven from the southern part of East Ten-
nessee and Ilene shut up in Knoxville, short of supplies and in
Fore straits.3 These sudden and vnexnected reverses were a de-
eided set-back amd discouragement to the Unionists in Tennessee.
7hile the Union forces ae.vanced with such success else-
where in the country in the srm-ner of 1853, Union sentiment re-
ceived a decided 1-peter, in Tennessee. Ardent Unionists were
nnturally overjoyed; moderate Unionists nvi began to i-71nlore
the governent to start an active program of reconstruction;
many secessionists now felt that their cause was hopeless and
their only salvation lay in making the best of an inevitable
situation.
4 
In hugurt General Hurlburt wrote to President Lin-
coln from Yemphis: "ram satisfied that this etlte is ready,
hy overwhelming majoritiec, to repeal the act of secession, es-
tablish a fair system of gradual emancination, and teneer her-
snlf back to the Union. T have discovrnged any action on this
1:•-.1;e114._rn 7ecDrdr, Ser. 1, Vol. XXX,. Part 1, n. 38.
2




subject here until Rast lannessee ir delivered."1 After Rope-
crans's occupation of Chattanoogr, Prerir'ent Lincoln wrote to
Governor Johnson in September re-dnding him that the state was
then cleared of Rebel troops, urging him to prodoe at once with
reconstruction, and granting to him additional authority to en-
able him to have a free hand in this work.2 Johnson's recon-
struction program was temporarily halted by the unexpected Union
reverses in East Tennessee; but when the Union forces launched a
successful winter campaign in that section, he was able to pro-
cede rapidly. Rosecrans was relieved of his command, and Gener-
al Thomas succeeded him in the Department of the Cumberland.3
The three departmente of the Ohio, the Tennessee, and the Cum-
berland were placed under the command of Grant-, and a campaign
-aas started on a r-,rander scale than before.
4 
This campaign -ae
to remove the danger of a permanent Ccnfederate occupation of
Tennessee. Bragg was decisively defeated at Lookout Mountain
on November 243and at Yissicnary Ridge on Yovember 25.5 In De-
cenber Longstraet made one last desperate effort to take Knox-
ville and then was fcrced by the combined forces of Burnside
snd Sherman to retreat hastily into Virginia.6
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crganization of a civil government, and on December 8, 186, is-
sued his preclanation of Amnesty and Provisional Oovernment.
1
This proclamation provided that, with certain exceptions, all
persons who had in any way engaged in the rebellion were to be
granted full pardon and amnesty upon their taking the oath spec-
ified in Ithe proclamation. It further provided:
"Thenever in any one of the states of Arkansas, Texas,Louisiana, Yississippi, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Flor-ida, South Carolina, and North Carolina, a number of per-sons, not less than one-tenth in number of the votes cast
in the presidential election of the year A.D. 1860, eachhaving taken the oath aforesaid, and not having since
violated it, and being a qualified voter by the electionlaws of the state existing immediately before the Po-called
act of secession, and excluding all others. shall re-es-
tablish a state government which shall be republican, and
in nowise contravening said oath, such shall be recognizedas the true government of the State, and the State shallrec€ive thereunder the benefits of the constitutional nro-vision hich declpres 'that the United States shr..11 r7u-r-antee to every State in this Union a rerublican form of
government, and shall protect each Rf them against inva-sion.., and domestic violence...'."4
Thus was the presidential plan of reconstruction announced.
This plan received almost unanimous support from the influ-
ential ren cf Tennessee. It seemed the President, the People,
and the Governor for once were in accord.
3 
On December 26,
1863, a mass meeting at Memphis petitioned Lincoln for a re-es-
tablishment of civil government under the terms of the procla-
mation of December 8. They believed that about half the people
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ville tock i7mediate advantage of the favernble turn of affairs.
A political club of that city, known ns the "Union League:
called a mass meeting in 1:nal,vi11e for Janusry 21, 1864. At
this meeting: resolutions were Adopted which recognized the au-
thcrity anC obligation of the President and his agents to carry
out the provisions of his amnesty nroclanation, and rhich recom-
mended that Johnson call a conrtitutional convention as soon as
he felt all parts of the state could be represented.1 Veen-
while, about the middle of January, Lincoln had sent to Tennes-
see agents with blanks and instructions to start enrolling cit-
i7ens cilling to take the Amnesty Geth.2
Johnson now felt that the opportunity he 1-ple so eea.7,erly a-
waited had co-le, an cn Jannarv 26, he issuee a proclama-
tion calling for the election cn rerch 5 of local dfficers
wherever possible, but denvinr.; the right to vote to "enemies of
the United States." On the following day he issued another
proclamation regarding amnesty and Pardon and instructing those
rho wirhed to take the oath. Johnren die nuch to retard the
work of reorganizaticn which he had ctartee by requiring voters
to take an oath much more severe then Lincoln's. This "iron-
cied" oath was required at the insistence of Johnson's friends
in rest Tennp-see, who —cre LnCierls tn disliked the l;ler-
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tion as to.just who was entitled to vote. The Ceverner's nrc-
clam.;ition reouired that voters should have been for riy. -enthe
citizens of the state. Attorney General Yayntre ruled that as
those who had taken part in the rebellion were Cisfrancilieed,
their citizenship was restored by taking the Amnesty Oath.
1
Such people were not eligible to vote in the rarch election.
The result cf it all was a failure of the elections.
2 
The vote
was very light, and the returns very meagre.
The loyal Unionists in East Tennessee were determined that
reorganization within the state should be completed. On April
12, 1864, the old Greenville Convention of 1861 re-assembled at
Knoxville for the nurnose of organ1nin7 a new state, as lin.d
been done in West 3 Hr-ever, 1-erore cr'renticn
met, other plans were made for the governing of tile whole svate
of Tennessee, and separation was not mentioned. There 77as di-
vision in the convention over the question of slavery, between
those favoring the Crittenden Resolutions and those favoring
e-lanciration at once. After several days' disnute the question
was finally tabled .4 The convention unanimously endorsed Lin-
coln and Johnson as a presidential ticket, recommended that de-
legates be sent to the National Convention at Baltimore, and ap-
neThte6 Central Cc-n-littee to -.Image all political affairs in
• •
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the state)
The apPointment of the Central Com-. ittee was the most im-
portant sten taken by the Knoxville convention and was "the real
turnirg point in the history cf the reorganization of the states
L;r1 '!'y 30, 1864, a convention, called by this committee, net in
Nasnville and appointed delegtes,





rencmination of Lincoln and paid tribute
he had done in Tennessee.4 At Baltimore the Tennessee de1egate4
along with those from Arkansas and Louisiana, after much discus-
sion, were finally seated.5 Lincoln was unamimously renominated
for President, and, "in order to de7onstrate the non-partirrtn
c*a.racter of the ticket". Andrew Johnson from seceded Terneesee
was named for Vice-President.
6
The action of the Baltimore convention in seating the del-
egates from Tennessee and in selecting Johnson as nominee for
Vice-President was considered by Tennesseans as recognition of
their state as a member of the Union. The Centrn1 Committee
immediately began to Prepare for the vote within the state in
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to Johnson and the work
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fronted by serious Problems. First, they must secure from the
Governor writs authorizing an election in which he was himself
a candidate. Secondly, there -/as the nossibility of an unfavor-
able vet. There was also the Possibility that such an election
might hinder the progress of local reorganization.1 Faced by
these problems, the Central Committee called a meeting of lead-
ing mcn from Tennessee to convene in Nashville en August 2, 1864,
to consider a solution for them.
2 
This conference in turn
called for a meeting in Nashville on September 5 "to consider
the general condition of the country, the means of reorganizing
Civil Gcvern7ent in Tennessee, and the expediency of holding a
Presidential election."3 This convention, the first largely at-
tended by 17,7st Tennesseons, is
plished and as the point where the Unionist Party in Tennessee
definitely split into radical and conservative elements or par-
ties. The radical element from the start gained control of the
convention, and en the second day D. B. Thomas ond many of the
Conservative- withdrew. The Paeicals, left in control, made
provision for the registration of voters, required that they
take the "iron-clad" oath, appoinued a list of presidential
electors, and adjourned.4
On Senterlber 15, 19C1, Johnscn issued a proclamation elab-
4-)
4
-,i'ertig, on. cit.. r.
innort-nt fcr the work it accom-
"Cnir:n, Ju:7 20, 1'Y.34.
T.1„1,-1 kvri,e+ 4, 1F,64.
7-,i etch Septa-11,er
- c:y7unt c convr.ntion.
f•• 1PC,4 rzlven 7: good
orating his plan of lccal reorganization and callinE for elec-
tions to be held wherever it was pocrib1e.1 He still hesit!Ited,
hoTever, to call for a presidential election and was prompted
to do so 'in the last days of September only by the action of
the Conservative Party.
A number of Conservatives had convened several days after
the adjournment cf the Nashville Convention, appointed a list
of 1,:eClellan electors, and made arrangements to hold an elec-
tion regardless of the Governor's consent. Spurred by this
action, and fearing that the votes of these electors would be
counted for his op:mnent, Johnson issued his procqamation of
September 30.2
This proclamation authorized a presidential election 1,17t
prescribed an oath far more severe than those previously re-
co;ired of voters. It practically limited the right to vote to
supporters of the Radical Party. That the provisions of John-
son's proclriation were the same as the recommendations of the
i:achville Convention ,7ould indicate that he either prepared or
endorsed the resolutions of that convention before they -Yere
adopted. The Conservatives were naturally indignant at this
high-handed ,rleasure of Jchnson and the Radicals,and sent a pre-
t,7st in the form of a signed remcrial to President Lincoln.
Lincoln replied that he 1-.2 no authority to interfere 771.th a
preside!itial election ithin a state nnd left the matter en-
2
Ca cy). n. 281.
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tirely in the hands of Johnson.1 This action of Lincoln's as-
sured victory for the Lincoln-Johnson ticket in Tennessee.
As zas exoected, the election, when held, went to the
Unionist ticket. The r:cClellan electors were withdrawn, but
even then a fey votes were cast for that ticket. Details of
the election are very 7eacre. When Congress met to count the
electoral votes, thrre of TennePPee "ere thrown out by joint
resolution.2
Shortly after the presidential election calls were issued
by the Central Committees in East, -Test, and Central Tennessee
for a convention to be assembled at Nashville on December 11,
1854.3 This convention was probably called at the insti[ation
of Governor Johnson.4 It was intended only to .ovide for a
constitutional convention to be held later.
AF,ain Johnson's plans for the reorganization of Tennessee
were to receive an unexpected check in the for of military oper-
ations. Before the day set for the convention at Nashville,Gen-
eral Hoed Ivad -torched into the state from Alabama, defeted the
advance detachments of the Union forces at Franklin, on Novem-
ber 30, 1864, and had established his lines before Nashville.
b
1 _.dwarr7 YcT,herson, Pclitic74 History cf The United States
the Gro-lt Phillior 17g),
2 Cenoressional Globe, Jan. 30, 3865, p. 522.
Renort of the Joint Cc7rittee on Pieconstruction, p. 5.
4 C. P. Temple, Kotp,T)le Yon of Tonnessee, (yew Yerk, Cos-
monolitsn Press, 1C'1:1-7- n7. or.




With Hood's army before Nashville it was impossible for the Con-
venticn tc meet in that city. On the 9th of December t'ne corn-
-Atter of riddle Tennessee, hcping that the Confederate forces
would soon he driven from the state, nostponed the date of the
convention until January 8, 1865.1 Lleanwhile Hood had his for-
ces busily engaged erecting fortifications around Nashville
preparing to besiege the Union forces under ThonaS. On Decem-
ber 15 Thomas made attacks on both flanks of Hocd's lines and
en the following day made a general attack. Late in the after-
noon of the 16th the center of the rebel lines broke, and the
entire force was soon routed. Then began a steady and rapid
retreat, which fin9lly carried the rebel troops across the Ten-.
ne.=.see Taver and inlo Alabama, on Decerl-er 27.2
With the Confederate forces once more routed and driven
from the stnte, nothing stood in the way of the convention in
January, 1865. The meeting had been called for the 8th, but
since that date cane on Suilday, the first assembly was post-
poned until 7.:onday the 9th. At the firrt meetinQ Colonel
Sam Rogers was Tr-,-!e nresident. Upon taking the chair he an-
nounced the purpose of the cenventirn to be the selection of
delegates to a constitutional convention and invited to seats
nrll Lnicn soldiers and all others who had not borne arIrs a-
zninrt the T:nited Stntor nor aiven cud nnd cor.fc7t to iitt
1
"°- r• =-11-)erl, 1664.
7,eeorc, Ser. I. 7c1. XLV. Part I, p.
Fa IT, p. 471.
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enemies.' 467 Celeates were enrolled, representing forty-e4ht
counties and several regi-lents.2
Bd4h radical and conservative wings of the Union party were
there, resolved to do their utmost to control the convention.
The question of the basis of representation Was the first point
of conflict between the Conservatives and Radicals. The plan
advocated by the Conservatives would have given each member one
vote. The Raaicals favored a plan whereby each county should
have one vote and one additional vote for each 150 votes cast
against secession in June, 1861.3 After lengthy and heated de-
tate the Radicals carried their point and thereby gained con-
trol of a large majority of the votes in the convention. Pepre-
eentation under this nlan was allotted as follows: East Tennes-
see had 250 votes; Laddle Tennessee, 87; and West Tennessee 58$
The Radical Party was thus identified -7ith East Tennessee. The
only check to its complete power would be disagreement among
its own people.
Using this absolute power in the conv,-ntion, the Radicals
next attempted a 7easure so high-harced as to Teet opposition
within their own ranks. The Business Committee, composed of
i:adieals, favored a plan whereby the convention would censti-








bility of reornizing the state govern",ent and emending the
rtete convtitution. The op2osition to this nlan naintained that
the constitution of tne rtate provided for a-,end-lent by e con-
t.
vention of delegates freely chosen by the people. 7:r. Butler,
of Johnson County, offered a substitute plan bared, on this ides,
and the debate began. It lasted through six sessions, two days
cf the convention, with the Constituticnal, or opncsiticn,
group having the decided advantage. The soldiers cf the more
radical section were unable to cope with the lawyers of the con-
stituticnal win,. Two factors probably determined the outcome
of the debates. The conserv.tive element in the convention
naturally favored the opoositicn F.r ,in; and when they came out
fer the constituticnal plan, many radicals in that r:;rouP
their position. The final, and probably the decisive
factor, Was Andrew Johnsen. Then asked by the Radicalr, to
reak in favor of their plan, he consented and strongly advo-
cated the adoption of the committee rePort. He argued: "The
people have the right to amend, alter or abolis their govern-
ment as they nay see fit. You are a -yIrt of the necple. Any
man nay draw un resolutions, which when ratified by the people
beccme law. This is constitutional and consonant with the
rights of popular govern7ent." Johnson's point wa.s based on
he ra-e section of the Bill of Riohts which ,7is used to justi-
fy seoessien. Hir. sneech won overm7ny of the Ccnstituticnal-
ists. Hervey 7rItters11, followed -ron over many Abolf-
ticnists ty ihr,, t the ell",rritiontp Cerire for




delay was for the sake of saving a "re-nant of slavery' .
At the next session the debate was resumed, but :7r. Viatter-
son sodil moved that the question be put to a vote. The vote,
when taken, was upon Butler's substitute measure, which was de-
feated by a vete of 161 to 113.2 The curmittee renort was then
adopted as a whole after a few slight amend-lents had been made.
The convention called to make provision for a constitutional
convention had constituted itself such a body and now proAded
to work on that basis.3
Once launched upon their course, the convention sneedily
adopted a retort which proposed two anerd7ents to the state con-
stitution, and a sser4.ule of resolutions governing the conduct
of an election to ratify the anendments. The first of these
a7nendments abolished slavery, and the second forbade the legis-
lature from ever enacting any law recognizing the right of
property in man. The resolutions Droviding for the election
required the taking of the "iron-clad" cath. The report fur-
thr all acts of the recession state government void,
suspended the Statute of Limitations, revoked. the Ordinance of
Secession, repuc;intee the secession state debt, and ratified
all acts and appointments of Governor Johnson. It provided
for two elections to be held: one to ratify the work of the
convention, to be held on Fehruary 1865, and the second.,
1
17shville Dirnatcll and 77,r-77-yi.11e Press, Jan. l 13,
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1,CT accmlitr Lhe con7nticn s(--e Nnr-lavi2le ciailic.-s of
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to elect a Governor and a legie1ature.1 After the adortien of
the report the conventien nominated candidates for Governor pnd
tthe leisslature and adjourned, after having turned out an enor-
mous amount of work in a short tine.
On January 26, 1865, Governor Johnsen issued his proclema-
tion confirming the wcrk of the convention and calling for the
elections as recommended in its report.2 The polls were ooened
on -.?ebruary 22, 1865, and the constituticnal aecndments were
ratified.3 Returns were received from only forty-two ccunties,
one in West Tennessee, twenty-one in riddle Tennessee, and fif-
teen in ...]ast Tennessee. The total returns were 26,865 votes
for the amenCments and 67 ar;ainst, aret t-venty rer cent of the
-ecie in the preeidential election cf 4 This vote nore
than co7tplie ith the "one-tenth" clause of Lincoln's Amnesty
Proclanation of December 8, lne3, and it was felt the election
was valid.
By his proclamation of February 25 Governor Johnson con-
firred this opinion and declared the amendments ratified and a
part of the constitution. He also, at the same time, nut,lor-
i7ed the election of ,,, Governor and a legislature at an elec-
tion to be neld 1:arch 24, 1S65. Furtherrlore, he called for
3 For acrol,nte of the convention see las1 ,,ille d -liee of
-oricd. Also .Tertir, nn. alt., :all, cn. cIto,
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the officers elected at that time to assume the duties of their
offices on the first L'ianday of April, 1855.1
The election of rarch 4 was duly held. The Nashville con-
vention had nominated W. G. "Parson" Brownlcw fcr Governor and
a straight sinpJe ticket for the legislature and other offices.
In the election of Yarch 4 this ticket won by a vote of 23,352
against 35.2
This election marks the close of military government in Ten-
nessee. The proclamation of February 25, 1865, was Johnson's
last ofiicial act as military governor.3 A fe-; days later he
tendered his resignation to the 7ar Department left Yash,
'Tulle for 7ashington.4 There he was inaugurated as Vice-Pres-
icent on Larch t, 1865, the very dov that his work in Tennes-
see was cul-ninated by the election of Brcnrnlow and a legie17ture.
As 7!i1itary Governor of Tennessee Johnson occupies a unique
place in the history of the United States, just as he does as
President. If there appear to be inconsistencies in his pcli-
cies from time to time, -ye must in 9 measure condone them vr!-Ien
we consider the strain under which he labored. First there was
the question of the legality of his Position. There was no
precedent in American history upon which he could lase any of
his actions, and almost every major -rove he made ws critloi7ed
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Iincoln and hi F friends were his only ruler of nrocedure. It
sneaks hichly ror his -!firdom and ,ipdgment that the neople and
courts of Tennessee have since fully recognized his authorit3'.
1
If the generous and conciliatory course which he adopted at first
changed to a harsh and vindicative policy toward the end of his
rule, it was caused in large measure by the nressure placed upon
him by his radical friends and sunncrters, and by some of the
secession group. We must consider too the strain under which he
labored for three years and the many petty but irritating details
of his office. If he seemed harsh toward his onnonents, we must
re7r7ber that for three years they used: every means at their dice.
posal to block his efforts. On the whole we 7,27, safely agree
with Secretary ;:ar Stanton, when in his letfrr to .7ohnsm ac-
.centing his resir;nation as rilitary Governor, he s7ysv
"Permit re on this occasion to rerder to you the
thanks of this Department for ycur patriotic and able ser-
vices during the eventful period through which you have
exercised the high trusts committed to your charge. In
one cf the darkest hours of the great struggle against
reThellicus foes the Government called you from the Senate
and from the ccmplratively safe and easy duties of civil
life tc Place you in the front of the enemy and. in a no-
sition of personal toil and danger, perhaps more. hazard-
ous than was encountered by any other citizen or rilitary
officer of the United States. With patriotic promptness
yo% assumed the post, and maintainei; it under circum-
stances of unnaralleled trials , until recent events have
brow;ht safety and deliverance to your state, and to the
int7rity of the Constitutfohal Union for Thich you so
an so allPntly nerile,77 rA.1 .rat is dear to men
on earth."
1
Cis cisions to 
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OW AND THE RADICALS
Following jchnscn's resignation as rilita•-y qovernor there
was an interrenum of several weeks during -rhich t':.ere war no
state governrent in Tennessee. The only rule erirting was the
rather doubtful authority of the Union military corr-Anders who
were still quartered -rithin the state. On April 2, 1365, the
Brownlcw govern-lent took office, and once more civil rule was in
effect in Tennessee.
1
Gannaway Brownlow, the qcvernor-elect, was born Au-
gust 29, 18(7.5, in Wythe County, Virginia. He was left an ornhen
in 131C, after he lived with his mrther'e
At the ave 'oe -fent to A'rin(;drn, Virr,inia, where he
enazed in the trncie of a carpenter. When he wa% twenty-cn,_, he
bean 7,7er7.c as a rethedist 'inister. He first took an active
part in politics in 1828, when he supported J. C. Adams for Pres-
ident a43.ainet Andrew Jackson. He active in cnnosition to
the nullification doctrine during thet contrrverry. In 1838 he
became editor of the Knoxville Whiz, a pcsiticn.he held until
the war. In 1.3.43 he made a race for Ccngresr but 77S defeated
by Andrew Jc;Inson. He rather favored slavery tut was violently
rnrosed to sece-rion. Durirv the exciting dayr rf 1831 we find
tFLI:ing a decjded and rrr--..irent 74:and for on. e was
1 , 
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One of the lenders in the .mover!ent for a rerarate state of East
TennAlsee. To the very laet his house in Knoxville flew the
American flag. On October 24, 1861, he publiehed the last is-
sue of the Whig and, fearing arrest by the Confederate troops,
fled into the hills, where he secreted himself. After a time
he surrendered tc the rebel leaders on promise of a safe con-
duct, remained for sone months in orison, and finally reached
Nashville on March 15, 1862.1
From Nashville Brownlow went north, where he stayed until
1864. While in the north he occupied himself with writing his
book, 7hich is largely anti-secessicn and anti-Confederate rrcr-
rinndn, and in lectIlring. In 1554, after the Confederate troops
had bfen driven from Tennessee, he returned and took a prominent
part in the work of reorganizing the state. He and Johnson had
long been enemies, but it is said Irhen they met in Nashville in
1864, they threw their arms about one another and wept .2
It is difficult to imagine a man as governor of a state
-7ith fewer ounJifications for the place than Prownlo. He had
none of the qualifications of a statesman, no experience as an
executive, and no guile PPI a politician. His cole redeeming
characteristic was his intense Unionism. He was obstinate, yin-
(;icqtivr:, nrid n master of the art of makirg thrusts
his -lemies.
3 
1.pctier de-nonstraies thpl - yith the Union
1 -z.rcrmlow, cn.
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Party in Tennessee Unienitm Was the sole requisite for office.
he leRislature which was elected with Brownlow seems to
have been no better than the Gavernor. Using the rosters of
previous legislatures and a letter from n Yr. Kercheval to him,
J. W. Fertig made a study of the composition of the to honses
of the legislature of 1865. He says:
"As for the Legislature, little can be said as little
is known. Of the twenty-five Senators only five had ever
been members of a legislative body. Five were lawyers,
two judges, one a preacher, and one a Confederate soldier.
The others, eight of whom were from East Tennessee, were
for the most part men cf mediocrity, whom the war had
brought into prominence, either in actual service in the
field, or in some ministerial capacity. A few were men
of ability, and all presumably honest. The inexnerience
of the House is still more glaring. Of the eighty mem-
bers elected, three only had hnd exnerience as Legislr.-
tors. Of the ethers, four dd net trAe their se7.ts. A
few of the remainder were men of ability, but they had
taken an active part in the war and became so radical in
their views as to be carried beyond reason. The ma,lerity
felt their weakness and inexperience and were just the
sort of men to follow meekly the directicn of the extreme
leaders. It happened here as usually in such cases, the
timid Rnd inexperienced majority were drawn in the wake
of the radical minority. Fully two-thirds of these men
served four years And ended their terms of service un-
known for anything they had done or said. Their duties
were performed by voting yes, when asked to do so. In
such a time only men of the ripest experience should be
trusted with Public affairs. But the men when the state
had honored and trusted in the past had almost to a man
gone with the state in secession and were now ineligible
to any position. In order to get Union men in some
narts of the state the convention had been compelled to
take men without exrerience. In thin cpse, rs in - :ie case
of the Governor, Cnion1s-1 was the chief renuisite."'
The newly elected legislatnre ret in Kshville en April 2,
li.365. 2. K. East, Socretary of atto under Johnson, called each







after which each house :)rocceded with its organization.1 Colonel
Sam B.
1.
Rodrr.ers was chosen :'.7eaker, and a Mr. Cone was selected
as Chief Clerk in the Senate.2 In the House a tie occurred be-
tween two nominees, and nc choice of Speaker was made on the
first day. On the second day, however, Mr. William Heiskell was
selected.
3
On April 4 the two houses met in jcint session, de-
clared Brownlow elected Governor, and appointed a ccmmittee tc
arrange for his inauguration.4
Brownlcw lost no time but was inaugurated on the morning of
the next day. On the following day, April 6, 1865, his "Message"
was delivered to the two houses. This message opens with a dis-
cussion of the evils of secession and the resultir.r. r,srenks
of the sufferinF undergone ty loyal Unionists in the state, and
reccmmends that the legislature immediately ratify the Thirteenth
Amendment to the Constitution, a draft of which he incorporates
in his address. He then goes on to make suggestions as to needed
legislation on such questions as guerilla depredations, in^dc-
quate militia laws, increase of salaries of state officials, and
the financial condition of the etate. One of the most important
sections of the mereage is that which deals with the election of
United States Senators and the relatims of the State to the
1 House Journal, Tenncrsee Legislature, Seneien cf 7C759,
ril2. (Hereinafter rofered to RS House Jou=1)
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The radical leaders in both houses were entirely in ccord
with Broznlowls ideas as expressed in his message of April 6.
Before they received that mersnge, they had passed a joint reso-
lution on April 5 to adopt the Thirteenth Amendnent tc the
national constitution.
2 
They next attacked the major problem of
the election of Congressmen to Washinpton. It wks felt that the
election of representatives to Congress was essential to the
consummation of federal reconstruction. The Congressnen select-
ed nust be nen of unquestioned loyalty to the Union; else recon-
struction vould be delayed. The Radicals felt it would be ex-
tremely dangerous for them to rermit rny but confi?-med Unioniots
to votein rr election, ane to nrevert others frt.,- pnrticinrtinct
it 17-='s necessary thnt the laws regulating suffernge in Tennessee
be changed. The Nashville Convention hnd declared in favor of
disfranchising all who had oprosed the Union in the war.3 In
his -essage of April 6 Brownlow had taken a very rositive stand
upon the cuesticn and hr urged the 1eL4is1ature tc nromptly re-
district the state, charge the franchise laws, and provide for
an election.
4
When we consider the extremely partisnn vie-7 of the Radi-
cals in Tennessee and the nower of the Radical elcent in Con-
Text of 4,7-AF mn.y fc•nc in Renort o the JointCcm-ittt-e, :9th Crr-rF7sPr:, nn. 1.7-2;5.
House Joir1, riL5, 1J-65.




grecs, it is to be seen that the denial of the right to vote to
ex-Confederates and their sympathizers was justifiable as an ex-
pedient.4 On the other hand local reorganization would probably
have progressed more rapidly and smoothly had that class been
allowed to particinate in the subsequent elections. On the
whole the returning Confederates seemed to hole no hostility for
the Union men but were anxious to restore their homes and pro-
vide a living for themselves and their denendents. They were
little interested in politics; and while they knew the history
of the reorganized state government and probably considered it
high-hsnded, they "ere willing to submit to it and wait for time
and the public's com7on sense to remedy al-:uses that existed.'
The Radicals, 'qc,7evor, narticularly those from East Tennessee,
had suffered gre,ztly at the hands of the Rebels and could not be
exPected to take P. Fenerous stand. They proAded to enact meP.s-
Pres which treated ex-Confederates practically as conquered sub-
jects and which served to intensify that very partisanship which
they should have attempted to destroy.
On April 12, 1865, a joint resolution was passed to provide
for a committee to report a bill redistricting the str,te.2 By
a joint resolution adopted April 24 the two. houses were to meet
in ir'int Fesr,ien on 7.'ay 4, 1 E.M, to elect Seninrs to the United
7:t.r!fer. Conress.3 A. J. Fletcher was electee Secretary of State
, cn. cit., n. 64.
:cue ,%pril 12, Ir65,
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cn April 27 by the two houses of the legislture.
1
A joint ccm-
mittee on the elective franchise was established by joint reso-
lution clip lay 16, 1865.2
These resolutions were followed late in nri1 and through-
out the month of Lay by a series of acts relating to local mat-
ters in Tennessee. Of these acts only a few merit our atten-
tion. On Lxy 17, 1865, was nassed "An Act to nunish all armed
prowlero, twerillas, brigands, and highway robbers, and for
other purposes." This act provided that any one found guilty of
the offences named should be punished by hanging, and any person
convicted of giving aid or comfort to such a nerson should be
imprisoned for fren five to twenty-one years.3 Ancther act of
the same date, amendinE; the criminal la-vs of the state, nrc-:ieed
the death sentence by hanging for Persons con7-1cted of hor e
stealing, house breaking, highway robbery, and arscn, with the
additional provision that the courts might commute the death sen-
tence to impriscnment for ten to twenty7cne years.4 An act of
Iay 24 -mended the revenue laws of Tennessee and rrovidc for a
* one dollar poll tax, a trenty-five cent pronerty tax, a two per
cent sales tax, and greatly increased license taxes.
5 
The lrash-
ville convention had declared suspended the Statute of Limita-
tions. This action was confirmed by the legislature in on Act
•••••••••••••••
1
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of Yay 30 which declared the Statute of Limitations sucpended
from May 6, 1861, tn Jenuary 1, 135".
1 The rpdicd1s, seeking to
trengthen their hold on political affairs in Tennessee, pa.ssed,4
on :Tune 3, li365, a bill which provided for the fine and imprison-
ment of any person found guilty of "uttering seditious words or
speeches, spreading abroad false news, writing or dispersing
scurrilous libels against the state or general government, dis-
turbing or obstructing any lawful officer in executing his office,
or of instigating others to cabal and meet together to contrive,
invent, suggest, or incite rebellious ccnspiracies," etc.
2
The most important and far-reaching act of the legislature
cf 1_65 was that one passed on dune 5 limiting the elective fran-
chise. It extended the right of vote to any white an twenty-
ne ye. -s for six months a citizen of the county ir rhich
he would vote, nrd publicly known to The of Union sentiment, and
who had not voluntarily engaged in armed rebellion against the
United States. It further extended the franchise to Union sol-
diers, to men of known Union sympathy —ho hod teen conecriPted
into the Ccnfedernte Arrtv, and to "lel who 'nod voted in the Pres-
idential election of 1P64 or the electicn of Febrw,lry 22, 1865,
or who had taken the oath of allegiance to the United States.
All who had left state or federal offices or homes within the
nrctecton of 1Tho Union Ar-ny to aid the rel-ellion, all officers,
%nd (iiiic--Latic of t'lr, Conrec',f---te rrn'ent
:ierr the fr-ncine for n norioe of fffiren yonr:-4. All
1
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other persons were disfrnnchised for a neriod of fire years, at
the end of -7hich time the' could be enfranchised unon the oath
of t-ro legal voters that they were loyal. A regirtration of
voters wes to be kent by county court clerks, 'rho were to issue
certificates to the voters. No one who did not hold a certifi-
cate was to be allowed to vote. A person taking the oath swore
that he was a friend of the United States nnd .eculd cupport the
Constitution of that government, that he would heartily support
the efforts of the loyal neople to establish the authority of
the Federal government over all states and territories, that he
veuld sunnort the Ccnstitution of Tennessee, and the actP of the
legislature of that state.1 These nrovisions, with the one giv-
ing any voter the rirt to e sllene the rote 
Practically limited suffrace to the radical narty and its f-riend.
Other measurer aseed by the legislntrre in this session
which are of interest to the present study were the resolution
adonted lay 1 cffering $5,r)00 reward for the annrehension of ex-
Governor Harris' and the Act nassed June 7 "ror the nrotection
of sheriffs and other civil officers of the State." This "pro-
tection" Act authorized the sheriffs of the several counties of
the state to raise and maintsin a nermanent nosse or patrol of
trcenty-five to aid the civil officers or the ccunices in en-
f'orning law order. The sheriffs -ere Ilse given the dis-
eretioni%rv to rise neeitic7-1=1 force deer-Ice neo-
,Thry to "either cantt,ro cr forceP,".
Art!: of :Lee 5. Ch. XVI.
e
:ii., r-Iv 1, Perclutinr X7XIV.
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revnbers of the patrols were limited to loyal Union men of "good
charecter."
1
The redistricting of the state was effected on June 9, 1865,
by "An act to apoortion the representation in the Cengress of
the United 3tates".2 The legislature adjourned on Monday, June
12, to meet the first Monday in October, 1865.3
According to the constitution of Tennessee election of Con-
gressmen was to take place in August, 1865. During the time
from the adjournment of the legislature until the elections
Brownlow busied hirlrelr trying to assure the election of men
fro-1 the radical rarty. On July 10, 1F65, he announced hic
icy in regard lo the coming election in a precia7atien to the
people of the st2te.
4
The reorle were warned t.7-L2t any persons
banding together to defeat the execution of the franchisa.1,ar
would be considered in rebellien and punished accordingly. No
person who had not taken the oath specified in that law would
be considered by the Governor as a candidate for any office,
and votes cast in violation of the act would not be counted.
5
The civil authorities were reouested to arrest and punish any
persons who under pretence of being candidates were spreading
seditious Pronaganda arzainst the Government ,6
1
Acts of 1965, June 7, Ch. XXIV.
2
.7uile 9, Ch.
.1 :13r,e 10, ,,creilltion-






This oroclanation was followed on July 12 by an Redress to
the citizens of the state in which Brownlow expressed regret
that Al the neople had not welcomed the return cf law and creer
under his administration. "The spirit of retellion still exists,
and must be destroyed," he said. In an effort tc explain the
character of the present government, he gave a rather lengthy
history of the causes for the institution of military govern-
ment and, later on, of the present administration. The address
closed with the assurance that, if necessary, the military
would be used to enforce the franchise act and annul any elec-
tion by illeal vote.1 "The nurpose of the addT-ers wrn to in-
nnire the people with a dread of the Federal .rilitPry."
2 -:7ef=e
mensures on the -,art. of Frc-rir,.= only 'Pleing-f'. intrrt 7 te ex-
citeent in the -tate nrior to the election's.
Because of the provisions of the Franchise act, candidacy
in the elections was limited to loyal Union men. This did not
nrevent, however, a very e7citing and bitter rivalry in the cam-
raj4;n. The conservative Ele-nent in the Union rnrty was opposed
to the franchise act, and many of them doubted its constitution-
ality, though not or the.'n were staunch sunoorterr of the re-or-
gr.nized state qoyernnert. Brownlow did all he could to assure
the electirr of rcdicel randic.,tes.
The electien 7vas 1,c1e on the first Thursday in Luaurt, and
. Utter, 11!ore r at
1 
Nar'a-illP Jul.; 13. 1%55.
-
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the rolls in Any rart cf the slate. The total vote cast was
61,7Si:3, less than half the vote cast in the election cf June 8,
1P51.1 The vote in the various districts is shown by the fol-
lowing table, the districts being numIered from eist to Nest.2
District Vote1  11,3452  12,7 63 . . ....  7,8484 
7,0185  8,0986  5,1F67 .  5,1318  3,486
These figures show, clearly that the rajority of the franchised
voters lived in East Tennessee.
In spite of the efforts of Brewnlow, five cf the eight 7.,en
e7ected Crnservati-er. rho had defeF:ted Radical ornone:As.
These Conservatives were Leftwich, Taylor, Thernas,
and Cooner.
3
The follcwing tale shows the nen elected from
the various districts, their homes, and occunations:4
District Reoreseritative Fcr-e
  r. G. Thylor Eli7.717.7:ethton2  Forere YnynardYnoxville
 7. T. Stokes Liberty4  Ldmund Coo -0er T7eltyville5 Lebr_lrion6  D. P. ThoMal! 
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candientes was a decided set-back to Governor Brownlow, and he
immediately began demanding reports frc-1 county officials and
loyalvitizens in an effort to see if the election had been held
in encordance with the franchise laws.1 When he had secured
the reports, he began his efforts tc throw out conservative
votes. Of the various methods used in admitting Persons to the
polls he declared only two to be legal. One of these Was the
admission by the county clerk when that official knew the appli-
cant tc be a Perscn of undeubted loyalty. The other was the ad-
mission of persons upon the testimony as to their loyalty by
witnesses known to the clerk AS loya1.4' On this bacis the Gov-
ernor threw cut 22,274 votes, leaving a total vote of 39,509.
3
Yotwithstanding Brownlow's efforts and his wholesale re-
section of votes, the outcome of the election was changed in
only one district. In the rixth district Sam Y. Arnell, author
of the franchise bill, had been defeated by D. B. Thomas, by a
vote of 2,806 to 2,350. By his revision of the count Brcr-nlow
had taken from Arnell only 904 votes, while from The-ras he bad
tn7r-en 2,234, thereby giving Arnell a majority
a lawyer frori Columbia, was one of Brownlow's
Am eli,
support-
ers and was radical leader of the House.
5
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bered as the leader of the aroun which withdrew from the conven-
tion in Nashville in September, 1864. As soon as Erownlow would
iseve them certificates of election , the successful candidates
went to 7/ashington to seek admission to their seats in Congress.
In accordance with the resolution for adjournment in June,
the legislature re-assembled on October 2.1 This session, which
lasted for nearly eight months, accomplished little. Most of
its time was spent in passing private bills or in simply doing
nothing. A few of its acts, however, are worthy of our atten-
tion. The message sent to it by Governor Brownlow at the open-
ing of the session "reads like a mixture of a Republican cam-
paign speech and a Thanksgiving sermon" .2 When he finally got
.fown to actual matters of business in his nessa4e, Bro7'nlor rec,
commended the amendment of the franchise la.77, and the considera-
tion of the Negro question.
3
Brownlow's high-handed measures in the counting of the
votes in the Congressional -election were not to go unchsllenged.
On rovember 24, 1865, both houses, by joint resolntion, called
upon the Governor to present the documents upon which his re-
vision of the vote was made.4 The following day Brownlow sent
to the legislature a message in which he exnlained the basis of
act ions and renortet tat tYe doeunents in the -natter were
1 -:louse .Tournr?.1,
3
;:esrr,7e, !,.cts o' n. 1: Yerti, on, cit., p.
ressn,7e c-it• , •
4 -nonse Journl, !.70v. 24, 1165.
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on file in the office of the Secretary of 3tate.1 The minority
in bdth houses wished to have the natter reported in full and
published, but a motion to that effect vas defeated.2 The only
outcome of the affair was an ornortunity for the mincrity to
criticise the actions of the Governor.
Upon the recommendation of the Governor in his messase,a
joint resolution was parsed on October 3, 1E65, to establish a
cornittee to ccnsider the question of the amendment of the fran-
chise act.3 Before this committee could report, another matter
occupied the attention of the legislature, and action on the
franchise act was deferred.
The nroble-1 or 7/11.-A, to co -rith the freed blac".7 -7c:'. hr.e En-
suned lare.e properticns in a. short ti-e. :pvernsr
called the nttention of the legislature to the 7-iroblem, on 'ooth
houses now occ'onied themselves 'Yi.L11 Th censideration cf it.
Their work resulted in the passage on January 2, 1866, of a
bill naking negroes co-Tetent witnesses in the civil courts of
the state. The bill carrier.: an amend-rent which stated ex-oress-
-ly that it ,v.s not to be construed as giving to negroes the
right to vote, hold office, or serve on juries.
4
This act was
followed in May by an act which gave to negroes full nroperty
riPhts, the right to seJe (-3 1.. e sued in the courts, ane prsvid-
1 -
).,CA: Ft; cv. T, 1S65.
''-C 7f,1f. 25, 11- :,F,.
'-• 4 of 1.*ar5-6, n. 24.
4
Acts cf n.





With te negro testimony act completed, the legislature was
reidy to consider the a-,endment of the fr,nchise law. Before
the committee appointed in October could report, the minerity
attempted to present a bill which provided that the franchise
be extended to all taking the amnesty oath in Lincoln's Amnesty
Proclamation. At this time, however, the legislature was occu-
pied with the negro testimony bill and refused to ccnrider the
bill.
2 
After the nassage of that bill the committee made its
report and submitted a bill which repealed the law enacted in
the Previous ression.3 The new law .1hich was prcncsed was
more severe than its predecessor. It restricted suffr,%;e to
those who had constantly oppcsed secession and the Confederacy,
and required all persons excent Union scldiers to prove by two
legal voters that they were entitled to vote. By .its various
provisions it put control of ruffrage almost entirely in the
hands of the Governor. The radical majority in the legislature
purhed this bill rapidly through its first two readings, after
which it was replaced by a substitute bill ,'!hich differed from
it only slightly as to details. This bill immediately passed
Its firrt and second re- dinv,r1 and the s7.ecial order for
......•••••••••••,=•••••••••m
1 Acts of 157,5-C, cn. cit.
2 .
n7ille ':c.,.-.  24,
II-id., Jan. 7C, 1'05.
the followinr: day. The summary manner in which the Radical lead-
ers were atte-Inting to rush this bill ti-rough the House trouCat
protests fro-1 preny members. The next day, however, after a
brief debate on the bill, the question was called, and the call
was sustained by the entire Radical majority. Their promise of
unlimited debate on the question was ignored.1.
The minority, however, was prepared for this step; and, led
by a Yr. Poston, twenty-one of them resigned their seats, thus
preventing a quorum.2 On March 6, 1866, Governor Brownlow is-
sued a proclamation declaring their seats vacant and calling for
an election to fill them to be held March 31, 1F56.3 On Y..rch
13 the entire twenty-one united in an address to their censtitu-
ente explaininc; their action and.viving their objections to the
bii1.4 In spite of Frownlow's threats of disaster to the state,
most of the twenty-one were returned by the election of Yarcli 31.
'or nearly two months the Hcuse was forced to adjourn frcm
day to day for want of a quorum. By Aril 10 nineteen of the
newly elected members had reacheC Nashville.5 On Lpril 12 three
radicals were sworn in, and a quorum was established. The Fran-
chise Bill then passed its third reading by a vote of forty-one
to fifteen.6 L quorum was reached in the Senate on April 17,
1
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and on the 18th the House bill passed its first reading. The
1 Senate 1.en occupied itself with a franchise bill of its own un-
til May 1, when the bill failed to nase its third reading. On
ly 2s the House bill passed its second reading and on the third
was adopted by a vote of thirteen to six.1
This law seems unduly harsh and unnecessary. It can only
be explained in the light of the rapidly decreasing newer and in-
fluence of the Radical party. The election in l'.ugust, 1865, had
shown them that if they were to control the political affairs of
Tennessee they must nrevent their opnonents from voting.
After the nassage of the franchise law only one measure of
importance was nassed by the legislature. That was the :.etre-
politan Police Bill, which parsed en Yay 14, 1866.2 In order
to keen Unionists inflamed against ex-Confederates, a resolution
was passed stating that Jefferson Davis and his colleagues hnd
forfeited their lives.3 Finally on hay 28, 1866, the legisla-
ture adjourned, to meet ain ITovember 5.4
These were busy times in Tennessee. 7verywhere ree7le were
tryin.- to re-ad.iust themselves to conditions as they found them
after the war. People were watching closely the actions of the
radical legislature. The entire state was anxiously awaiting
the outcome of the efforts of their representatives to qPin
7flehville Union rule !- e-rican
2
Acts ef 1865-6, o.
5 Ibid., n. 74.




their Feats in WashinE;ton. In the excitement of the early part
of 1866 at leant two ocol.rrences Ftand out as worthy of mention.
?
In the spring o: L2.3 the final effort was made to create
of natt Tennessee a separate state.
by J. A.
-!;arly in April a letter
Cooper appearod in a Lnexville paper and was followed
in about two week2 ty a call for a convention to
city on Irav 3.1 This call was occasioned by the
the resignation of the twenty-one members of the
by the desire of the radicals to have a state in





The convention met on the day sg,t,
and Sam Roders was chosen chairman.
sion and speech making a memorial to
pared, asking that provirien he mn,de
question of separatien.2
legiFlature
After tvo as of discus-
the leslatrre was pre-
fer a vote to ie-.cidr the
This rie-aorial was presented to the
on :.:ay 16 and was refer-red to a special committee.
On May 18 this connittee reported favoring
afor an election. - ry that time, however, the
naG -sassed the Senate, and as there






no longer need for sep-
Thus ended the last
a state of East Tennetree.
about 4,000 negrc troops stationed at Fort Pick-
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irritation to the citizens of that city. They had been mustered
out of service but not discharRed, and their idle days were spent
in obtruding themselves upon the poor white population of the
city. On the first of !Tay one of then knocked dewn a small white
boy. A white an struck the nearo, whereupon another negro
killed the white man. This started a riot which ended only after
the negro treops had been discharged and sent hone. During the
riot several hundred negroes were killed, and many negro huts
were burned.
1
These riots resulted in the passage cf the Metro-
politan Police Bill mentioned above. This bill Provided that
the nolice regulaticns of l'e-reehis should be in the hands cf three
commissioners to be eeeneinted by the Governor. Its Provinions
were extended tc include Naehville and Chattanooga.'
The le,7islature had adjourned on May 28 for a Period of
five months, but nn occasion now arose for Brewnlew to re-assem-
ble them in special session and again demonstrate his high-
handed manner of doing thins. The Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States had been passed by both houses
of Congress end en June 16 T1S sent to the states for ratifica-
tion.
3 
In Tennessee those connected with the state government
!:er' 1,een follce.in:_; closely fee actions of the redicels in Con-
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resentatives to seats. There penDle felt that perhaps the ad-
rrission of Tennessee to full federal relations depended upon the
state's ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment, and, as sub-
sequent events prove, they 'ere prn1-'ably ccrrect.
Governor Brownlow was of this onininn ard on June 19 issued
a Proclamation calling the legislature in special session.'Be-
cause of the fact that a number of the legislators were onPosed
to the amendment there as considerable delay on their part in
reaching Nashville, and for several days neither house had a
quorum. A quorum was reached in the Senate first, and on July
11 the amendment was rntified by a vote of fourteen to
In the House t.:Iin(7.s did not run so smoothly. Men it be-
came apparent that so77: of the merril,el-s hRe no intention of at-
tending the sefnion, steps were taken to force them to do so.
On July 11 the Speaker was instructed to iFr-,:e rrants for the
arrest of eight absent members who were staying away simply to
prevent a quorum.3 These warrants were issued and turned over
to the sergeant-nt-arms to be served. On the 14th there -as
still no quortrl, and a resolution to change the basis of a
quorum was introduced, discussed, but not put to a vote.4 In
the Treantime Brc,rnlow ha6 aP7lied to the military for aid in
fercing nl)sent -embers to attend. Gencral Thc-i2s rf-que.,led in-
structions frr'n te ar Den,Irtw.ent and ins4 ructed riot to
rkir nrrcia-;atirn
 - 1). 1.
T'n ti .! r•
1 1,ic - 1•1-r
-d•
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interfere in ary political matters.1
The sereeant-at-nrms renorted on July 16 that Yr. lilliams
had been arrested and brought to the Capital, where he was be-
ing held under euard.' On the 18th hr. 7artin 71.F7 nrrerted and
brcee:ht into the legislative hall. The sae day 7i11iams ob-
tained 7vrit of habeas cornus and received from Judge Frazier's
court a decision ordering his re1ease.3 . The Hcuse thereupon
passed a resolution denying the jurisdiction of the court and
ordered the serp.,eant-at-arms to bring Williams and Yartin into
the hall. On the next day, Jnly 19, there were fifty-four nem-
lers present, and these, with the two held erironerr, made the
fifty-six required for a qucrum.4 17i11iams and Ilartin ";ere in
a cormittee roc n just off the hall and refused to enter. The
tpeaker ruled no quorum, but this decision was eeepealed. -ben
the vote was taken, the appeal was sustained, and a quorun was
declared. The vote cn the joint resolution was then taken. It
carried by a vote ff fcrty-three to eleven. Again the sneaker
ruled no querum, arid aeain the decision was ampealed. The a.'o-
peal as sustained by a vo e of forty-two to eleven, and the
sreaker, amid anelause frcm the House, announced the joint res-






or t'ee ereeirr Imneeol—ent Trial.
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tfner. c nreoreree ener in the 7.7erhvi11errfee
Not in the least concerned about the irregularity of tie
prociedings, and much elated over the success of his party, Brown-
low immediately wired to J. ff. Forney, Secretary of the United
Stares Senate: "17e have fought the battle and won it. We have
ratified the Constitutional amendment in the lisuse... forty-
three voting for it and eleven against it, two of Anc:ew John-
son's tools not vcting. Give my regards to the dead dog in the
iteHouse."1
On July 23, 1866, the representatives from Tennessee were
admitted to their seats in Congress, and political reconstruc-
tion in Tennessee was at an end. Bro,7n1ow rer-ained as Governor
in Tennessee until late in February, 1869, when he resigned to
take his place in the United Stater Senate.2
1 David Miller Dewitt, The Impeachnent and Trial of AndrewJohnsen, (New York, The Yacrlillian Co., 1902T7-p. 100.
2




A detailed study of federal reconstruction is hardly with-
in the scope of a paper such as this. It is a subject on which
many works have been written, and which is treafed in any history
of the United States covering thnt nericd. It is necessary, hoT-
eve -, to review briefly the struggle at Washingten between Ccn-
gress and President Johnson, in order to understand the relation
of Tennessee to that contest.
The two opposing ideas of reconstruction were the result of
a gredual, yet steady, evolution. :arly in the conflict between
the Union and the seceded states both the President and Congress
took the noritien that the war was being waged si7ply to "pre-
serve the Union with all the dignity, equality and rights of the
several states unimpaired." This idea was embodied in the reso-
lutions introduced in the House on July 22, 1861, by Crittenden,
and later in the Senate by Andrew Johnson.' The adoption of the
Crittenden Resolutions, the Popular approval of that act, the
retention of his seat in the Senate by Andrew Johnsen, and the
ad-rission to rer_te of the rel-,resentatives e7ented fro rn Tennes-
see in 1361 demonstrate that the necnle, the President, and
7.enr.7rFs all felt that the seceded strJes -fere still -71ers of
tot the Union. 7:orking pror this theory, reeenstrvction 77:?7! 7ve
17cor 2-er,tr7i1g the receded sts to their
Cr•nr7'errinn,.11 1.;rinr7rerr, 1'51, nr.
n.
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forner relations. That Congress held this sa-e theory as late
as 1a62 is shown by its unanimous confirmation of Lincoln's ap-
pointment of Andrew Johnson as nilitary Governor of Tennessee.
Both branches of the Government held to the restoration
theory until late in 1863, when they bcth moved forward to a new
stand. The duration of the war had forced them to abandon the
idea of the indestructibility of the states. They now ackno71-
edged that the states were so cripnled by the overthrew of their
gcvernments that it was necessary for the federal government to
re-cre-anize them and impose upon them certain conditions. This
was equivalent to re-creation of the states rather than rectora-
tion and may truly be called a thecry of reconstructicn. Under
this theory both Congress and the President proposed plans of
reconstruction. Both Plans were based uncn the sa-,e censtitu-
tional provision, that nrovision being the one by which the
United States guarantees to each state a republican form of gov-
ernment.
With the pronosal of the two plans arose the question as
to which branch of the government was to be the guarantor of a
republican form of government. 'Both claimed that privilege, or
duty, and there began the breach between the executive and the
legislative bodies which gradually, but steadily, widened until
cytres-7e oplosite 7,csitiens of .7ohnson an the rad1c21 Con-
n,res,s were reached. Li.nneln first indicted his ehae ef
- in ic -1%ncint-4.tion Proc1,7maticn nd der,,enstrnted htr cem-
-• - 1
7lete cer_re h - hisT:7-...,7c1firn of 1.mnesty, Dece-1,er
.1Jcharecn, Presidente, Vol. 'IL
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Already there had been developing in Congress a sentiment in fa-
vor of adopting, scmc plan ef reconntrnction. Lincoln's plan
seemed to any in Congress an usurpation of power which right-
fully telened to that body and greatly strengthened the senti-
ment favorable to a reconstruction plan. On December 15, 1863,
Henry Winter Davis introduced a resolution providing for a com-
mittee with instructions to report bills necessary for snch a
plan.1 This resolution was adopted and a committee appointed.
On February 15, 1864, the chairman of the committee, Yr Davis,
reported a bill which authorized the President to appcint a pro-
visional governor in each reclaimed state to have chalge of civ-
il affairs until the people should comply w.ith the previsions of
the bill. The were, in brief, that unen reerganizatien of the
state by the previsional governor and the consent of Conness,
the President was to proclaim the state eligible to elect sen-
ators and representatives. This plan differed from the Presi-
dential plan in ore essential; it required the consent of Con-
Gress to the President's action.
Debate on this bill developed five distinct factions in
Congress, each with a distinct theory of the status of the states
and of the method to be used in reconstructing them. These five
theories are surnarized by 7. A. Dunning as fellows:
"The southern theory, the Presidential theory, t34etheory of forfeite, rifi,hts, the theory of Ft.:-e,r-;nd th conquered-7revirce theory. Of these the firsttwo were based on the Idea of the indentrectibility of ae4- 7te in our f7rte-n, the last 17.7o ontheecntraietcry
the third vms in the T17,1nre of a co,Inro-
1
Glnl-e, Leo. F3,D. P22.
chlrfoett!
nise on this question."
1
The Davis faction favored the forfeited rights doctrine. The
state-suicide group was led by Bean, while Thaddeus Stevens
headed the small band who held to the conquered-province idea.
Debate on the bill in the House lasted until May 4, when
it passed by a vote of 76 to 66.2 It was then reported to the
Senate, where it remained in the hands of a committee until the
27th when it was reported by Senator 7/ade. The bill 'as de-
layed for a time' in the Senate and did not pass until july 2,
1864.4 President Lincoln nei7::Ier siKned nor vetoed the bill
but held it until Congress adjourned. On July he issued a
proclamation setting forth the provisions of the bill and his
reasons for not signing it.
5
The action of Lincoln in not signint; the .Wade-Davis bill
Was taken by Congress as a direct challenge. "It met with al-
most unanimous dissent on the part; of Republican members of Ccn-
gress, and violent opposition from the more radical members of
.
both Houses. ..7ade and Davis prepared a bitter protest, which
anpeared in the New York Tribune for August 5, 1864.7 The con-
1 W. A. Dunning, Essays on the Civil War and Reccnstruction,(New York, Peter Smith, 1931), p. 100.
2
Globe, 17(34, 11. 21r°.
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flict for power between the President and Concress was now open
and public. The first engagement cleeed with the President,
for the time being, victor.
The essential features of these two plans were never for-
saken by their supporters. In Congress the "gaurantee clause,"
or, as Sumner called it, "the sleening giant," remained the
basis cf all future exPreosions of Congressional ideas on recon-
struction. The President continued to assert his riv,ht to re-
construct. In Congress the next two years find no new theories
advanced, no new arguments, and no new plans. The sane factions
continued to fil:re in all debates on reccnstruction, and the
same differences of opinion were evident. One chane, however,
is noticeable; nar)y, there was a rl.radual swing toward rdi-
calisn. Stevens and his followers steadily gained recruit to
their ranks.
For the rest of the year 1864 the Presidential plan of re-
construction was tried in several Southern states. State gcvern-
ments were re-orwanized under this plan in Arkansas and Louis-
iana.1 when Con,7ress re-assembled in Decenber, representatives
fron theFe two states were in Washington seeking seats.
2 
Con-
gress had no intention of tanely subritting to the "usurpations"
of the President; and •Jelen the case of Louisiana wns laid fefcre
the House by the Cemittee on Credentials, the debates on the
S. 5. C')77 nr LcFicThtir-1, (rrc71—_.T., 3. P..
9f)
question shar'ply criticised the President.1 in February a reso-
lution vas adopted by both houses denying the riEht of the two
states to representation in the Electoral Colle6e.
2
In this saele session another attemet 'vas mode to nass the
Wade-Davis Bill. It as int-educed 1-y Yr. Ashley on Dece-lber
15, but was not put to a vote until February 27, 1865,
•when it -7as laic on tie table.- Ya v rembers of Congress, though
opposed to the Presicent's actions, feared that a change of plan
at this time would undo all that had already been done in Arkan-
sas and Louisiana. The radicals were forced tc wait for re-
cruits from the nee, Tnembers elected in 1S64.
In 7'ennessee reprcentatives hd been elected to Congress
on tie first ThUrsdru: in ;,eeet, These ne71y elected re-lbers
were in 'Vashineston seeking their seats when Congress re-ase-
sembled in December.
4
These men could reasonably have expected
to be admitted to their seats. All of them were considered
1c,1; their election had been under the supervision of the rad-
ical Broenlow governe:eni, 71nd one of their number, Horace May-
nard, had previously been in the House. Before the opening of
Congress Speaker Colfax had asFured LTaynard that he favored the
admiFeion of Tennessee and would vre his influence in that direa
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have favored admission of Tennessee at this time . On the other
hand th Clerk of the House, cPherson, a month before the ses-
sion announced that he would not enter upon the official roll
of the House the name of any man claiming to be elected from a
Southern state.
1
Ccngress assembled on December 4, 1F-65. In the House Yr.
YcPherson proceded with the call of the roll. When he had
reached Indiana, having passed up Tennessee, ra:-nard attempted
to get the floor. The clerk refused any interruption of the roll
call, and Yaynard was forced to wait until the roll was com-
pleted. McPherson then announced that there were pretent 173
merlters, and a quorum existed. raynard 74:;ain atteented to gain
a he,-tring but was called to order by Stevens. Ic-iherron then
ruled that he could not recognize any Person whose name did not
%npe3r on the official roll of the House. Yr. Brooks of Yew
York then made an anpeal for the admissien of Tennessee's rep-
resentatives, in which he said: "If Tennessee is not in the Union,
and has not been in the Union, and is not a loyal state,... ly
what right does the President of the United States usurp his
place in the While House . „ 2 Brooks continuo,' his efforts
to gain recognition of the members from Tennessee, hut Stevens
.T1c; his faction blocke,'. every such attempt.
Cn the oneninc; d v of the session Stevens introduced in
the Houoe a iesclotior to provide for a .4cint-com-littee to
1 Yertir, en. cit.
Cc'.. , IL .
2
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"inquire into the condition of the states which formed the sc-
called Confederate States of America."
1 After seme debate the
vete was taken, and the resolution was adopted by 133 to 36.2
In the.Senate it was amended slightly and parsed by a vote of
33 to 11 on 7:ecember 12, 1865.3 The two houses soon after made
anpointments of members of this committee, and it held its
first meeting on January 6, 166.4
Mr. Raymond, of New Yor, had led an attempt in the House
on December 12, 1865, to have the case of Tennessee referred to
the Committee on Elections instead of the Joint Committee on Re-
construction. His efforts, hcwever, were defeated, and the mat-
ter wn_s referred to the Reconstruction Cemmittee when it should
be appointed.5
On January 15 in a meeting of the Joint Committee on :7Thcon-
structicn -a sub-committee, consisting of Grimes, BinghaT, and
Grider of Kentucky, wr appointed to investigate Tennessee.6 To
this committee was referred the question of the eligibility of
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began taking testimony and examining witnesses en Tennessee.1
Testimony of the eight "embers of the Tenneeree delegation and
eight other witnesses was taken. In each case the opinion was
that Tennessee was qualified for admission, and that admissicn
would improve relations within the state.2 While the testimony
was being taken, the committee received communications from sev-
eral loyal Tennesseans uraing the advisability of the admisrion
of the state.' Among these
the State Central Committee
lector of internal revenue,
communications were a memorial from
in Tennessee, a report from the col-
letters from Leftwich and Cooper,
and a memorial signed by Joseph S.
Horace raynard. The sub-com—ittee
ary 13 and on the 1th renorted to
lowing bill:
2owler, W. B. Stcken, and
ccmpleted its work on Fetru-
the Joint-Cc,-mittee the fol-
"Whereas, The necple of Tenneesee have presenteda Constitution and asked admission into the Union, andwhich on due examination is found to be republican inits form of Government;
"Be it enacted; by the Senate and House of Denre-sentatives of the United Stater cf America in Congressassembled, that the State of Tennessee shall be one,and is hereby declared to be one of the United Statesof America, on an equal footing with the other stntesin all reenecte n.hatever.
"Sec. 2. And be it further enacted that until theRepresentatives in Congress ehall be annortioned acccrd-ing to the actual eneneration of the ir'nlbitants cf theUnited States, the Stee cf Terneesec chall be entitledto eiaht renresentatives in Conress."*2
9
4
Kendrick4 en. cit., p. 2`713.
Renort of the Zoint Cemnittee on Reconstruction, np.1u5-128.
Ibid., pp. P1-1(M.
Kendricks, cr. cil., pn. 63, 64,
Tnis proposed bill, after several anendments arm mudifications,
was finally thrcwn cut. On the 17th a new sub-committee, con-
sisting of Williams, Conkling, and Boutwell, all radicals, was
appointed.1
In spite of his zeal for re-admission, Governor Brcwnlew
of Tennessee let his radicalism run away with him in January
and committed a blunder which probably seriously hindered the
chances of the representatives at Washington. In reply to an
inquiry from Representative Baker , Brewnlcw, on January 1, had
written a letter in which he stated that, in his opirien, "if
the military forces were all withdrawn from Tennessee the Legis-
lature would at once be dispersed by en angry nob"; and "as re-
gards the negrces, they would have 1-lard tines." This letter,
with a similar cne from A. J. Fletcher, Secretary of State in
Tennessee, was rEad by Baker in the House on January 27.
9
1:aturally those who onncsed admissicn of the state made the most
of these letters.
In spite of Brewnlo7's and Fletcher's letters and the oppo-
sition in the House, Tennessee's chances of admission at this
time looked good. At this time Tennessee occupied a peculiar
pcsition in national affairs. First, she was looked upon in
much more favorable light than the other Southern states, he-
use of t'ne loyalty of mans of her pecnle ('-orini-: the war, be-
cuse of the Pr;.r1:; re-orrni7Rtien of state-rr,cvErn-.ent, an be-
c!,Luse of the def1rte1y rac'icr:1 rd is of
T-rrc'ricks, i2. ,
rlobe, l6t3, . 465.
C5-r7.
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ment. Again, Andrew Johnson was a Tennessean and was particular-
ly interested in the restoraticn of his state to federal rela-
tions. There could be little or no doubt as to the loyalty of
the representatives chosen from the state. Yost cf them were
aligned with the Brownlow party and were active in radical activ-
ities. Because of these reasons many conservatives and a few
radicals in Congress favored admitting Tennessee at once. The
radical leaders, however, were determined to lire Tennessee as a
club over the head of President Johnson.
Congress had been working on a bill to amend the act of the
previous session creating the Freedmen's Bureau. This new till
finally parsed both Houses and was sent to the President for sig-
nature on February 9, 1866.1 It was felt that the President
would sign the bill, since he was known to favor measures 'ntend,
ed to help the freedmen.2 roderates, who were trying to secure
the admission of Tennessee, felt there was a close relation be-
tween that cause and Johnson's siFnature of the Freedman's
Bureau Bill and strongly urged him to einn it.
3
 They felt that
this action on his part would bring about a nsrtial reconcili-
ation between the Yoderates and Radicals in Congress and also
:trengthen his influence with the Yoderates who were backing the
'bill. Johnson, however much he desired the admission of
1 P. S. Peirce, 71( 771-777enir
St Le Univerf.ity, 13), p. 61.
(Io-a City, Iowa
:..(v3.rd K. Peale, The Cr11icr-k1 Ye. - , c77 7cr,court 73-7.ce 71.ne Co., :;.0), D.
n. 3(.
1
Tennessee, was not a man to abandon his princinles for such a
purpose. He objected to several features of the bill, felt that
aid to the negroes should be left to the states, and considered
the nresent bill unnecessary, since there alreoCy existed a bu-
reau.1 lhile Johnson had the bill under advisement, he was
given to understand that the radicals would admit the renresent-
ation fron Tennessee if he would sign the bill.2 He was not to
be - tempted, however, and on February 19 sent the bill back to
Congress with his veto.3 On the following day an attempt was
made in the Senate to nass the bill over Johnson's veto, but the
necessary to-thirds majority was not reached, and the bill did
not become a law.4
The Freedmen's Bureau Bill exolains in nrtrt the rlction oc
the joint committee in rejecting the retort of the sub-committee
on February 17. That action was simrly a threat fcr Johnson's
benefit. In answer to Johnson's veto the radicals attempted re-
taliation. On February 20 tevens introduced in the House the
fcllowing retclution:
"3e it resclved by th House cf Rerresentatives,( the Senate ccncurring), that in order to close agita-tion upon a question which Peens likely to Citturb theaction of the Cevern:renl, as well as to quiet the un-certainty which is aitating the minds of the people ofthe eleven states which have been declared tc 1.)e in in-surrection, no Senator or Renresentative shall be n-
.,















entitieu to such representation."
This resolution clearly affirmed the intention of Ccngress to
assume control of the reconstruction cf the states, excluding
the authority of the President, and placed the fate of Tennes-
see's Senators and Representatives in the hands of Congress.
Veanwhile the joint committee had daily been discussing
the question of Tennessee.1 Numerons resolutienr arere pronosed,
but none of the met with the apprcval of the nore radical mem-
bers of the Ccmmittee. Stevens, Chairman of the Committee,in-
sisted that the resolution or its preamble state in definite
terms the authority of Cengress to reconstruct.
2 
Yinally on
Yarch 3, 1r363, the members of the committee reached a- ar:ree-
nent, adcpted a resolution and preaml,le, rand recennenZe that




"Whereas, The people of Tennessee have made knownto the Ccngrens of the United Stntes their desire thatthe constitutional ration heretofcre existing 1-ain7eenthem and the United States may be fully ertnblished,and did, on the 22nd day of relruary 1,365, by a laraepopular vote, adopt a constitution of governrent, re-publican in form and not inconsistent with the Consti-tution and laws of the United States, and a State gov-ernment has been organized under the provisions thereof,which said provisions proclaim and denote loyalty tothe Union;
"Lrri 7rA,,reas, The neople cf Tennessee are fonnd tobe in a condition to exercise the functions of a statealthin this Union: and can cnly exercise the rame bythe consent of the law-an'aing nra:er cf the 7nitnC Clatee:'re fore,
1 . .1.-noraok, no. cit., en. 65—',A.
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"The State of Tennessee is hereby declared to beone of the United States of Anerica, on an equal foot-ing with the other states, upon the express conditionthat the people of Tennessee will maintain and enforcein good faith their existing constitution and laws, ex-cluding those who have been engaged in rebellion a-gainst the United States from the exercise cf the elec-tive franchise for the respective -periods of tine there-in nroviCed for, and shall exclude the same persons forthe like resnective periods of tine from eligibility tooffice; and the state of Tennessee shall never aesuneor pay any debt or obligation contracted or incurred inaid of the late rebellion; nor shall the said stateever in any manner claim from the United States or makeany allowance or compensation for slaves emancipated orliberated in any way whatever; which conditions shallbe ratified by the Legislature of Tennessee, or thepeople thereof, as the Legislature may direct, beforethis act shall take effect."
It will be noted that this resolution differs censiderably from
the one originally sub,litted by the s;)b-committee. The nost
important Clange lies in the ore-'1e wl.s.oreir is clearly as-
serted the richt of Congress to reconstruct the seceded states.
The resolution thus neonted was rerorted in the House_ on
Yarch 5 by Bingham of Ohio.' It received its first and second
readings innediately and -vas then reconnitted to the joint con-
mittee to be reporteil the following week.2 This measure, how-
ever, was not to be acted unon for some time. Fcr the tine be-
ing Tennessee was pushed into the background while the House
occupied itself with the Fourteenth Amend7ent and the Revenue
7q2.1. With these cuestions at hand, Ccno-ress 1.'7P. to busy to
ponsie.er recenstructien rroblens. Tennessee was again com:elled
Ccngref.:n raw fit tc consider setinr; her delepntes.
••••..111.M•
1 .
17,5, D. 1 181.
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17eanwlii1e the delegation of senators and renrerentativer from
Tennessee remained in Washington, still hoeinz to te admitted to
their seats. They were granted a concession denied to renresent-
atives from other seceded states when they were riven the nrivi-
leEe of occunying places in the halls of both houses.1
Early in the sessions of the joint committee on reconstruc-
tion Stevens had nronosed an amendment to the Constitution which
should provide suffrage for negroes.2 Such an wrendment was fi-
nally drawn un by the committee and was reported in the House in
the form of a joint resolution by Stevens on January 31, 1866.3
This resolution nrevided: "That whenever the elective franchise
shall he denied cr abridged in any Stnte on account of race or
color, all ne-ronv therein of such rp_ce or color F • 1 1 t.P r'X••••
eluded frc77 t'ee basis of representation." This was to form . the
nucleus of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Houre adopted the
resolution by a vote of 120 to 46, but it was defeated in the
Senate on Yarch 1. On Anril 23, 1866, the joint committee a-
'cnted a nroposed joint resolution nrcviding for an amendment to
the Constitution.
4
his nrcnosed resolution was rencrted in the
:lcuse by Stevens on Anril 30, received its first and second read-
ins, nrd, on -ction of Stevens, was made the special order for
S. On !ay 10 t'7e resolution was adonted in the Kor7e, in
Glf....
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evening serrion, by a vote of 128 to 37.1 The resolution -ias
then reported to the Senate, where, after sone wrend-ients, it
was adopted by a vote of 33 to 11 on June 8.' After some debate
the House concurred in the Senate anendnents on June 13. The
vote was 120 to 32.3 The proPosed amendment to the Constitution
as finally adopted provided in part: "...when the right to vete
at any election... is denied tc any cf the male inhabitants of
such state, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the
United Stater, or in any way abridged, except for participation
in rebellion or ether crine, the basis for representation there-
in shall be reduced in t7'le proportion which the nu,rer of such
nale citizens shall bear to the whole nunber of male citizens
twenty-one of acre in such stnte."
The 7;.ourteenth Amendment was submitted to the states for
ratification on June 16.4 Connecticut ratified the anendment en
June 29, New Hampshire on July 6, and Tennessee on July 29.5 It
was then that Brownlcw sent his insulting "dead-dog" telegram.
The high-handed reasures of Brornlow with his legislature and
the illegal aspects of Tennessee's ratification of the anendment
have been treated in the chapter on the Brawnier governnent.
The irregularity of Tennessee's ratification troubled
(":1ce, 1.56,7, p. 245.
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Congress not a whit. On the same day, July 11, Mnghan called
up his pronosed resolution of !.'arch 5 and moved that the douse
reconsider it. The resolution was read. Stevens then mcved
that the resolution be laid unon the table, but his mcticn was
defeated. Lynch then moved that the House adjourn, but his mc-
tion -me also defeated. After several attennte to defer reccn-
siderntion of the vote which had recommitted the resolUtion to
the committee on reconstruction, the question was put and de-
cided in the affirmative.
1
Bingham then offered a substitute
resolution ar follows:
"Thereas, the Stnte of Tennessee has in good fnith rati-fied the article of amendment to the Constituticn of theUnited States, nrcoosed by the Thirty-Idnth Congrees ofthe LeRislatures of the several States, has shown eY-Icr-wise, to the sntisfncticn of Ccneress, tY a rroner sniritof ol:edi,-nce in the body of her pecple, her return to herdue allegiance to Government, laws, and authority of theUnited States: Therefore,
"Be it resolved by the Senate and Houre of Representativesof the United States of America in Congress assembled,That the State of Tennessee is hereby declared to be re-stored to her former, proner, rractical relation to theUnion, and again entitled to be rerresented by Senatorsand Renresentatives in Congress, duly elected and quali-fied, upcn their taking the cathE of office ar requiredby existing laws."‘
On the follo7ring day this resolution was passed and reperted
to the Senate.3 On July 21 the resolution was renorted from the
committee on the judiciary by Truntull.4 The Senate amended the




resolution by the substitution of a longer -preamble , which, af-
ter giving the history of the acts by •:7hich t'-!e tate had cc-
ceded and those by which it had organized a loyal government de-
clared explicitly that the state could cnly be restored to the
Union by the consent of Congress)' The resolution, thus amended,
was concurred in by the House on July 23 and was sent to the
President for signature.'
In amending the resolution for the admission of Tennessee
the Senate had plainly stated the extreme radical theory of the
status of the seceded states and had prepared for Johnson a
"skillfully contrived dile•nma".3 Admission of Tennessee- was
near to Johnson' heart; yet if he sif7led such a resolution, he
would acknowlede the right of Congress to have full euthcrity
to reconstruct. If he refused to sign the resolution, he 1,.ou1d
defeat his ambition to see Tennessee restored end would further
alienate from his cause the moderates who desired the seating of
the Tennessee delegation. Johnson side-stenned the issue neatly.
He sigqled the neasure on July 23, 1956, in spite of the ebnoxioun
prear'lle but returned with the signed bill an opinion on the
preanble. This eninion rid to pieces the "lawless doctrine"
of Stevens and his Radica1s.4 The loe,ic of this opinion was
flalers, and Blaine says of it that "the arg7unent in the sage








1an7)1auded on the Demecratic side cf the House. It was met,ho-7-
ever, free the other side with "ironical laurter."-
Johnson denied the st,Jtements in the oreamle, refused to
recrgnize te official nature of Te:Jlessee's ratificaticn of the
2ourteenth A-.end-ernt, and asserted t'lat any rte entitled
tr arisrion ls Econ as tl- e state grvernment war properly re-
organazer and senatcrs and representatives elected.'
Following the reading of the President's message Stevens
moved that the question of the representatives from Tennessee
be referred to the Committee on Elections. The 'notion cnrried.
Later in the same dny, July 'the Committee on Elections re-
ported faverably on the Tennessee rerresentativer, a vote TP.S
taken, rInd Yaynard, a.nd Sto:rcs '.ere given the oaUi c.0
admitted to their reats.5 On the same day Yr. Sherman nre-
sented the credent-Ials of Jeseph S. 20.c...71er, of Tennessee. The
credentials were read, the oaths administered, and Fowler 'gas
ad-litte to his seat in the 3ennte.6 David T. Patterson, the
other Serator-elect from Tennessee, (lie ct ro well. /hen
his credentials -rere nresented on July 26 by his colleague
Fowler, Sumner moved that his case be referred to the Co7Ilittee
of t]!e .4udiciary tc deter-line if Patterson were eligible to tr.,,ke
en. cit., Vol. II, n. C16.••=••••01.•
Or. OA., D. 187.
G7c1.7.e!, 1"tif3, n. 4107 for text ef
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the oath of office. After considerable debate Sumner's motion
carried, and the cleestion was referred to the co-n-littee on the
Twc things were held against Patterson, the first
probably draing the attention of the radicals to the other.
Patterson was Johnson's scn-in-law. The 7)oint around which the
debates turned was the fact that at the time of the secession
of Tennessee he had been a Circuit Judge in East Tennessee. Af-
ter secession he continued to serve in that capacity until his
term expired.' The Judiciary Ccmnittee renorted upon this and
recommended that the oath be changed slightly in Patterson's
case to permit him to take it.3 A joint resolution was neces-
sary for this step, and cne was passed by the two houses. Pat-
terson was called for-7ard n.nd given the oath, which entitled him
to his seat on July 26, 1866, the last day of that sesrion of
Congress.4
Tennessee was now restored to full federal relations. She
was represented in both hoUses of Congress and had a regular
state govern-,ent, radic-11 though it 'VP.S.












Tennessee's reconstruction problem. did not end with her ad-
7,ission to representation in Ccnr;ress. Erownlow and his radi-
cals were still at the wheel , and much social and economic re-
ad,:justment was necessary befcre life could return to an even
keel within the state. Tennessee stil: faced hard years.
The close of the left the seceded states with a three-
fold problem of readjustment. The political aspects of the
problem involved the reorganizaticn of state r7overnments and the
res, tion of former relations with the -̀ :ederal government.
Fro 7 an economic standpoint the prcblem was one of the revival
of war-torn industry under changed labor conditions. Tae :rest-
est problem was sociological and concerned the adartat:.on of the
emancipated negro to the conditions of his newly acquired free-
dom.
The questien of post-war read,tustment in the South in each
of its three asrects ?IPS been treated in detail ty many writers.
A mere sumnary will here suffice. The struggle at Washinton
between Johnson and the radicals was roflected in the govern-
ments of most of the Southern states anf carried those states
threugh a leng and painful period of uncertPinty under military
rule fie-ily they -,e-re reconetrueed un3ey conerevrire-1
surer7irn. The preb1e-. or ifne fren is ir







Southernerr, of the Yu Klux Klan, are faniliar to every student
of history and need not be treated at length.
Perhaps slightly less familiar, but certainly of great in-
terest, is the problen of the economic rehabilitation of the
Sluthere states. The post-war neried witnessed nrofound and far-
reaching changes in the economic life of the South. 'Mile theee
changes were to some extent a reflectien of the "Economic Revo-
lution" which was taking place in the rorth, they 'eere essen-
tially the immediate results of the derangement caused by the
war.1 As the battle ground of the -Tar, the South had suffered
losses that must have anpeared well-nigh irrenarable-- planta-
tions devastated, railrcads torn up, bridges wrecked, towns de-
stroyed. Plantations which had not been ravished by edlitery
hnd been neelected, cotten predeetien had fallene.way
sharply, and land had depreciated tc 'a.1f its pre-war value.
Labor was scarce. The principal casualties of the war had been
among the young white men cf the Scuth under thirty-five years
of age. The nerrroes had likewise euffered from the war through
privation and disease, with their new freedom many were re-
luctant to seek employe,ent with their former masters. Yinally,
the wealthy class had suffered g eat financial losses because of
the collapse of Confederate bends and currency and the emancipa-
ticn of their elave property, and were forced to reeume the culti-
of their plantatiens on bcrrowed funds. They were further
hendicaneed the exccerive te:eatire .1-eposed en the- in many
1 ,




states by the carpetbag e,overnments.
1 
This shortage of capital
and excessive taxation led in many cares to the breaking up of
the large nlantations into tracts of freT forty to eighty acres,
which ere sold to poor whites and freed negroes. This resulted
in the breaking dcwn of the power of the "landed aristocracy"
and the rise as a nolitical power or the common people. It air°
resulted in more careful and scientific utilization of the land,
and by 1370 the cotton cron had reaehed a greater yield per acre
thin in 1860.2
In Tennessee the Political aspects of reconstruction were
less to the fore than in 'lost of the seceded stater. We have
noted how the state was restored te feeral relations earlier
than the other states and so escaned many of the evils of the
struele between Congress and the President. Her political
nrcblems were entirely local and internal and cane as a result cf
Governor Brownlow's radicalism. From a sociological or economic
standpoint Tennessee's problems were very similar to those of
her scuthern neighbors. Fe-7 states witnessed more actual war-
fare than Tennessee, and the conflict within her bcunds had left
deep scars. One condition made Tennessee's problen unique:
that was the intense feeling 7ithin the st-Ite resulting froel the
division of opinicn between the secticns of t7le stete Ourinr the
w.r. Throughout. rost of the recenetrectien neried Tenneerce
es erell er could 're exeected pelitically 1-eit -e'er torn 1:5-
1 :-.7,%t i r7 rn ̂ I r—r-7 - —,—tes 0f --,!--!---— c--  -- l'-..(.3SPrth -71.:,' 7-" 4-' 'rl. - ' -..' Cr- :1-' ;' ,,.... ..t .- r 4'eel- r..7-v:- c1:.:1 F:t. -lrr c'y ' -.e , 7-pf'er tr
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social and econcmic problems.
As in other Southern states, a serious problem arose in Ten-
nessee with the emancipation of the slaves. In 1960 there were
in Tennessee only 7,3;)0 free negrees as against 275,71_9 slaves.
1
The sudden freeing of such a large number of igncrart, untrained,
and unthinking persons, constituting abcut one fourth of the
total population of the state, was bound to have a orofound ef-
fect upon the social and economic structure of the state. The
former slave-holding class was naturally bitter about emancipa-
tion, since it took from them a larp-se portion of their property,
yet they seem to have had little ani-lcsity for the freed negroes.
The greatest bitterness against the blacks existed among the
lower-class 7/hites - the "mud-sills." 17I,Jual race animosity
11,-nd existed between this class and the negrces for years. The
slaves had been inclined to look down unon the pocr whiter and
lock up to and respect their owners and the class which they rep-
resented. Here we find the anomaly of a class of people hated
by the very element which had fought for their freedom and viewed
with tolerance by the class which had fought to assure their con-
tinued bondan,e. Shortly after the close of the war John T. Tro6..
bridge, author and journalist of rew 7nrIland, made a tour of the
South and visited Tennessee. He rays: the Unionists "(lc not
iie nicn;ers, fcr there is more prejuiee ag:Linet color n-long
4.,e middle and -)s--ner cl,sres....tIle Tcn -en Sc1;V1 who
r-nc‘o feq Pr no r1 --ros'....fn n.ncYIL- c-,nce. then
...•=0,0•••••
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by scores and hundreds." A Freedmen's Pureau agent in Tennee-
Fee reported: "An old citizen, a Unien man, said to me, said
he, 'I'll tell you what, if you take away the military from Ten-
eessee, the buzzards cen't eat up the niFgers as fast as we'll
kill them l."2
Ifrimediately fellc-lin!I their emancipaticn many of the nearees
remained or the farms of their former masters. They were help-
less to earn a living anywhere else and were, in the main, well
cared for wJere they were. The activities of the Carectbaggers
among the blacks soon caused then to become dissatisfied on
their old masters' estales, and they flocked to the tcwns and
villagee, 7;here they cce'ld loaf and cernese. "As R rule they
were net dispcsed to violence, bl?t .7ere somethi ; of a nulls-Ince
notit7iA7-tndine."! In 7iest Tennessee, %ere t'Ice -7ere 71est.,.
numerel:s, the negrces furnished a fertile field for the labors
of the Sca/awarTs and the Carpetbaers and became insolent and
obnoxious to the whites. It was in this region that the Mem-
phis riots occurred, and it'was here Ulat the most serious
racial problems arose.
The feeling between the two factions within Tennessee would
,nrobe-bly have died dcwn more raPidly had it not been for the ac-
tivities of the Carpetbap,gers and the Scalawags. In riddle Ten-
eessee, where the Southern faction oe-n7-%ered. the Unienirts,
ancl ehere the nrnrcrtien of ne.q.rces to -771ites ffnf, rot rroossilre-
r:7-Pat, ccnr'::.tionf, see-1 to have been mueh 1-.ettrr than in other
In T.T—Pler.lne,77ee Fequel -!e ::enneattex ( TZewhz-17tTfl, LI-c.rsity 
Lnd eerritt,
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sections of lLe state.1 In 77est Tennersee suffering from scala-
wag are carpetba acvities wf.s intense. There, by reason cf
the large cotton-belt negro population and the large oorr white
element, scalawag reconstruction was narticulnrly harsh. In
East Tennessee, "because of a large number of the lower classes
on both sides, but chiefly vpcn the Union side....nartly also
because of resentment of Union folk for ill treatment in 1- 1-:e
early days of the war,"- suffering was greater than in any other
part of the state. It took this section a longer and Tore rain-
ful period for readjustment to get itself on a footing of peace
and eviet. 1:any cld Scuthern families in this section were
forced to leave and migrate to lands where they could find peace
and safety- Persecutions cf all sorts prevailed: murder WRS not
unconmon; whippings ane house burnings were frequent. The.
courts in the section were filled with damage suits of all kinds;
the suits related to hi:rts to person, damage to property, alleged
political opnression, and even charges of innrisrnment.3
Contributing to the intensity of feeling between the Union
and ex-Confederate factions within Tennessee was the grave prob-
lem presented by the returning soldiers from both armies. The
e:,-Confederate soldiers cf Tennessee seem to have come hrme in
a spirit of resignation to their lot, determined to ma.e the
best of it and restore their homes as ranidly aspossible. ?or
1 -
7-,e-srs (173 c in Lrnry or -_•.rictsee
_
J.:(7:17c , (2. c:P.„
with resentr!ent in their hearty for their former antagoniste.
Filitary service de7oralizinz tc nrri:; 'en, and sudden re-
lease 
of the younger en among the returning rebels took up the
back pay before they were mustered out of service. They returned
was frequently to find them in ruins. The rereated marching
main concealed the bitterness they must have felt and set about
neeting of ex-Confederate soldiers at in 1866, where a
practice of law, and this led to trouble, since the radicals
denied their right to enter such a Prefession.
fron the arny, coupled with a full pocket, led nany of them
tions to the national governnent is shown by the action of a
de,iection they onred little to n?Tticioate in Dclitics, yet
pledge to run-pert the Federal rovernnent adonted.1
Brewnlow and his rarty seemed apprehensive of danger from them.'
flushed with victory, with ready noney in their pcckets, and
to riotous livinp; and revelry. It -lust be renc7bered that a
to walk the entire distance. When they reached their homes, it
rehabilitating their wrecked fortunes.. That they were willing
the noct part they were without money, were forced to wear the
old uniforms that had seen hard service, and in many caper had
and counter-marching of the two armies across the state had des-
olated it. Facing such conditions, the ex-Confederates in the
to accept their defeat and resume their citizenship and obliga-
(Clevelno, Arthur
2
1 W. L. 71enin,7., ;)rce7r.ntr-
The returning Federal troons, cn the other hand, were given
, -f !!erritl, cit., n.





large portion of the Unionists in Tennessee were from the lower
levels of society. !any of these returning scldiers, indulging
in liquer, tried to terrorize the ex-Confederates and even the
Union friends of the latter. One writer draws upon his personal
recollections for an account of conditions in DeKalb County:
lane or two days a week crowds would gather, and scmetimee their
brawls would end in murder. Yot infrequently were the Southern
sympathizers forced to close their offices and business houses
•
and remain in hiding."' Conditicns such as these were rife all
over Tennessee, narticularly where Union and Rebel troops were
In anything like equal number3.2
2egu1ar Federal treeee still remained in Tennessee, and
their presence probably encouraq.ed the radical Unionists, the
Carpetbaggers, and the Scalawags in their perrecutiors ofhe ex-
Ccnfederates and Southern symnathizers, yet it is probable also
that the presence of these troops prevented organized outbreaks.
As it was, the trouble continued, and hardships increased rather
than diminished for the rebels as ti7e passed. Trowbridge
writes of East Tennessee:
"ReturninE rebels were robbed: and if cne had stolenunawares to his hcme, it was nct c7.fe for hi n to remainthere. I raw in Virginia one cf U7ese exiles, 7110 toldme how heneeickly he pined for the hills and neaecws ofeast Tennessee, which he thonght the most delieTatrn1 re-gion in the •eonld. Put there w s a rone 7rc-1 atree for him there, and he dered not go /"PCk. hot-to'i rails are on tr'nv, said he, itht is the 17-77:17,10.The Union e 1 Ernt., nd the worst nart of Union ele-nent is ueeermeet.'"3
1
:
erd lerritt. cr. eit., ,
co. cit.




Bitterness between the political factions and among the
people increased as time passed. Yost of the whites were dis-
franchised under the provisions of Brownlowts franchise law,
and it was feared that the "niggers" would be given the right
to vote.1 This bitterness was intensified by the stand taken
by ministers of the Methodist Church. They were particularly
oppcsed to slavery and to the Ccnfederacy. After the war they
continued to prtach anainst the ex-Confederates, raying that
they returned with their hands stained with the blood cf their
Northern brothers.2 A Yethodist "meeting" cane to be synony-
mous with a radical rally.
This persecution of ex-Confederates and thcse who sympa-
thized with them could result only in trcuble. Tennesseans as
a neople were not inc1ine6 to be patient in the face of injus-
tice, and this was particularly true of the classes which made
up the pro-Southern element. These people, rankling under the
oppression and injustice of the ties, sought sore means of
fighting back, of protecting their interests and rights. The
Civil War had shown them that cpen armed resistance was futile.
They knew that such action would be considered a renewal of re-
bellion and could result only in defeat and severe Punishment.
They knew that Ccvercor Brownlow was their bitter enemy and
wol:ld stop at nothing to vent his hatred upon t'- e". In Sentem-
1,or, he hf- d. 171de a. sneaking trr Ifr_rcurz,h the re-th and
e:xpresved his , rlike 'f.istrust for the 7re-
1
Hnle tt. on. c14 ., n. 69n.
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Southern people in Tennessee. In New York, speaking of the in-
dif7erence of nany in the North to negro suffrage, he said, "We
want the loyal negroes to help vote down the disloyal traitors
and white peeple".1 A few days earlier he had said, "The eevil
is in the neople of the South, an in the man in the Waite
House in particular. if you are to have ancther war I want a
finger in the pie. I -aant your army to cone in three divisions.
The first to aill, the second to burn, and the third to survey
the land into small parcels and give it to those who are loyal
to the North".2
Persecution of ex-Confederates ar6 insuborc:inatipn and in-
solence on the -)art cf neroes seen to have been -Jorse in the
s-naller and rore reote connunitie::, There Scalawag uvern...,ent
touched the lives of individuals mcre intimately than in larger
centers.3 It was in one of these smaller towns that a mcve-
nent was started which trrept over the entire South and for a
time at least wcrked great good for the protection of te perse-
cuted whites. In 1.9E:6, at Pulaski, Tennessee, a town of about
2,500 population at that tine, a grcup of returnee rebel sol-
diers, ycun 'len all of them, formed a secret society which they
called Ku Klux Klan, based u.-on the Greek "kuklos" meaning
circle. Their criLinal purpose was tr have some fun at the
1— Beale, T1-;:e Critical Year, or. cit., n. .L47.,cuctes:::;ent. 12, )
2 
a. 3:1 (:::   :-r1i. rpi. 6, 1P45r.)
7
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possibility of doing much toward regulating the conduct of
nearoes and of curbing the activities of the Carpetbaggers
the Scalaylags. The idea spread gradually to other Tennessee
towns and finally to other states in the South. By 1867 enough
circles had been organized and the order had enough rembers to
justify the calling of a convention to meet in rashville.1 in
spite of determined efforts on the part of the Brornlow govern-
ment to prevent this convention, it met, and a ccnstituticn for
the government of the circles was adopted.2 After a time an
undesirable element crept into the memlership of the order and
began to go beyond the purpose of its founders in violence.








the order, led to its official disbandment in 1869.
height of its peer the Elan included in its rem-
of the outstanding leaders of the Southern faction.
General :"%-t:::1n 3. Forrest. Vuch geed RP well as
evil resulted from this organization. The natural
Elan Was a secret orgenizaticn among the negroes,
Carpetbaggers, and called the Union Leuc.3
In spite of '-he aetivities of the Klan and orders,
factional disputes and racial troubles continued in Tennessee
L -T. I. 01)erholtzer, A 'firtory of PLited Stater SincetheCivil Wr.r,(New York, The Co., 19277-1c1. II, .
- W. L. Fle-iinF, Dccu-7entary Hfrt7= r   .D.GOcit., Vol. II, pp. 346-42 for copy oc,n7 -H.tr`on.
2, -
,or e brief , intere, g nary-five of 4:10 e.ctivities ofsecret order:-, see :rcT-n, on. IT.
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until the fall of the Brownlcw systen of rule. It is only after
the Radicals lose their hold on thr gcvernment in Tennessee that
we find the ex-Confederates and their symuathizers gaining re-
lief from the persecutions they suffered after the war.
The composition, the inexperience, and the inefficiency of
the Brownlow government have already been noted. The sole no-
tion in Brownlow's mind seems to have been the domination of the
political life of the state by his radical minority and the su-
pression of the defeated majority. The legislation of the years
from 1856 to 1869 reflect this idea, and little for the real
welfare of the state was accomplished.
The Legislature which assembled on 7rovemer 5, 18;36, re-
mained in Fession until Yarch 11, 1067.
1
During this sension
one act was passed which was worthy of cemmendation, and which
reflects honor to its frasiers. This was the act which provided
for the maintenance of public common schools and was "the enly
wise act nsssed by this 1=rtisan Legislature".2
The Omnibus Bill, which nrovided for the issuance of state
bonds to railroads, greatly increased the public indebtedness
and led tr unfortunate results inter. The former policy of de-
nying the light te vote to ex-Confederates and their sympathi-
eers was continued by an set to "disfrsnchire all -.rho had fought
on the Confeernte side during the Civil -7a-e (If the
An act w -is sed rcvidins for the extension cf the frnzhiso
to 'rut this act - s net unex7eeed, as it is merely
1 7r:-!--e
,
yarre'.! al.d Gendstl:ro, nn, it.. n. 246.•
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the logical sequence to the Fourteentn Aniendnlent, mhich 7as soon
to be enforced by the Fifteenth Amendment. The act, which
preyed to be t'he grentest seurce. of irritatien and alnrn to the
ex-lonfederates end te the Conservatives, -las thlt one !nnnn ar
3roTnIcw's Under this 1%-1 Governor Brown1e-7
authcrized to organize a body of troepe to be called a. State
Guard. These troops as organized were conposed lurF,,ely of ne-
groes and were sulnlect to the orders of the Governor, to be used
as he might think necersary. "The purpose of the Radical party
as plainly demonstrated...the Permanent disfranchisement of
the Confederates,"'
The radical party mar decidedly in the ninority in Tennes-
see. In 17a:st Tennessee it was strong, but in the other nortiens
of the state it was insignificant se far as numbers were con-
cerned. "At least two-thirds of the white voters of the state,
representing an equal portion of intelligence, culture, and
property, were disfranchied, and a ecrr'itien sc unnatural could
not '!Inve continued long under any circumstances."2 This great
majcritn of the intellit!ent pecple of Tennessee were determined
tc regain their full citizenship. On APril 16, 156-7, the me-1-
!-ors of the Cnnservative Union Party Tnet in convention at .!':ach-
ville and no-linated ..T.:-,erson7theriA -,.-! clndidn'efcr Geverner
n innt Brownloiv. It wns felt that the mfenbers or tli.e Cenrer7-
ative gronn, '11th the aid of sil(1}-: Con`'eCerte synnathizerr as
r3n-rett Geonnnnture, en.
f -rn the rtsr -r(n. as noes also Calri-7e11,TcrnnnnnL, nn.
Ca7(nvell,
• I.




conid vote, would be able to defeat the Radicals and restcre
political conditirns in Tennessee. A typical Brownlow
measure defeated them. On July 1, 18.67, the Governor issued a
preclamation announcinr, that his "militia" would be staticned
st the polls in the various vctine placer in "rebellieus local-
ities to enforce the franchise law."1 Realizing that lheir
plan was defeated, the Censervativer withdrew their candidate,
and Brownlow was elected by a najority of 50,000.2 So long as
Brownlow remained Governor, the cause of the Conservatives and
the ex-Confederates seemed hopeless.
In 1868 the activities of the Ku Klux Klan having become
very irritating to Bre-mlcrl, he called the leFjslature into
special session in July, stating in the call: "Rebellious ele-
rents in the State are secretly assuming and nerfeetine
tary organization known as the Ku Klux Klan, with an eye tc
overthrowing the State Government." This special session parsed
an act which made membership or participation in the Klan a
crime nenishable by fine and imprisonment. The Governor was fu,6
ther empcwered to reorganize and increase the state guard, and
to declare r‘artial law in any county, at. his diFcretion.
3
Brown-
le7f immediately declared several counties where the Klpn bad
been most active under martial law and used every agency at his
dir7essl to ul)reot and destroy the Klan. Sc thoroughly, "howeven
. secrecy of that body maintained that Frownlo-v's efforts






were in vain, and not a eingle person was convicted of being a
nenber of the Elan or of particinating in any of its activities?
In October, 1867, Governor Erownlew had been elected by
the legislature to a seat in the United States Senate but had
renained to care for his duties as Gcvernor of Tennessee.2 In
February, 169, he resigned as Gevernor to take his seat in the
Senate on I:arch 4, 1869.3 13rownlow was succeeded as Gevernor
by D. W. C. Senter, who had been speaker of the state senate un-
der the "Parson': Senter seems to have been a an of no great
ability, but he was a shrewd politician and war far less radical
in his Unionife!: thnn Bre-ellew.
4 
He at once started en n course
71:dc7-1 was intended to reconcile ne hostile eleT:)ents within the
st:Ite. Shortly after he beca-le Governor, the leader of the Ku
Klux Klan issued his edict ordering; the dissolution of that or-
der, r.x.d there is evidence of a renewed confidence on the part
of the public. At about the same ti'ne the Union Leagues were
disbanded, and shortly after the state guard wnr dismissed.5
In the Republican convention of 13e9 in Tennersee,Senter
was a candidate for no:Binaticn for Governor. He was opposed
by Wm. Stokes, a wenithy land crmer of DeEal1 County,
had served in the Union Arny throuehout the w-ir and had since
1 -..,. C. Lester and D. L. Wilsen, 171: ""7_ux Mar, Its OriEia,rowt'e, arc Dirl.andment pii-Ter a rzeoe ;,..ccci:nt of -L-:r t'igilt a-glin:q the Klan.
2
C. F. 7F-r-le, of Tnne,,re,e, 
3ak1:.:171 (.17). cit.
Garr't sod ticod )..p..r.ti; re , r n. ,44 7.ri%
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been active in the ranks of the radicals.
1 The convention split
between 3toes and. Ce:ter, the ccnservative wing withdrew, and
both candidates were no:Iinated, Stokes by the radicals, and Sen-
ter by the conservatives. MP disfranchised Scuthern men
united to su:)uort Senter 1-,ecause of his conservatism, and by
Teans which were proably irregular, but under the circwistances
necessary and undoubtedly of eed effect, Senter was elected.
Using the go-Ter as Governer, Senter extender to -'any of these ex-
Confederates the risht to vole provided they wotild cast their
votes for him.° The result was a landslide for Senter, and he
ras elected by the largest majority yet given to a Governor in
Tennessee.4 With Senter was elected a legislnture in whicb the
Confederates or Democrats had a majority of both houses. This
body at once began the repeal of the more objectionable leis-
lation passed by the 2rownlow leeislature. The .ost 1.7-portant
act of the Democratic legislature, however, was the "Act to au-
thorize the -eople to call a convention" to draft a new consti-
tuticn for the v ate. The -ct expressly provided "that every
nerson not convicted and rendered infamous for •crime, of
the age of t-enty-c:le years, 'oeinrt a citizen of the United
Stat. es, and of the cotnty where he 'nay offer his vote", shall
alleed to vote; "nnd nn certificate cr other qualifiention
than the foregoin,, 7,1all be required bv the juelF.es helding
1
4
Yerri", el. nit n. ervi.
Lr. i.
Garrett and ., 1). 257.4
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raid election". So far as it was within the ncr7er of tk.c,
lature to do so, the elective franchise was restored. "The rert
must be done by a new Constitution."
1 In the election the vote
,vas in favor of holdinc a convention by 40,51)n majority.2
The call for a conventicn to draft a new constitution for
Tennessee was purely a political measure on the part of the
party In power. J. W. Caldwell, speaking of the convention
-/hich met at Nashville, January 10, 1870, says:3
"The- Convention,....was really a political expedientfor the nurpoSe of restoring the citizenship of the major-ity of the white voters of the state, and securiniz, to themthe control of affairs which justly belonped to the'', .andperhaps also of ziving them an onnortunity to show thatthey accepted the results of the 7,ar. Public officos 7erefilled by nen elected or appointed under he:rime, who -rere, in most instances, menl)ers of the rrei-cal win of that -larty, and the newly enfranchised -^!cr-ity was :.ctermineO to wrest the state from their control,being actuated by the conviction that the change was decd.essary to the public welfare.
"The Convention of 1870 was thus prodrced by an ex-traordinary, unprecedented, and wholly unnatural state ofaffairs, and wF:s nct called ....to adapt the Constitutionto conditions created by the normal and healthy develop-ment of the community. ... The amendments of 1E65, wnileprcoosed and adopted in the most irregular manner werenroner in view of the results of the war, and were suf-ficient tc harmonize the constitution of the state withthat of the United States. ...That the constitution asit rtcc,;' in 1.870, was not in need of immediate amend-ment is ver:7 clearly shown Tyythe fact 'hat the conven-tion rade hardly a sinple change of imncrtEnce whichmiyht not have been as effectively, and as lawfully ao-comrdirred by a statute. ...."
7hus we see the conservative hepublic7ns and the Democrrtr in
(;of,c!.)isture, on. n. 251.
11, r2. ojt., or. 2S'6-297.
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a determined ef`ort to guarantee tc Tennessee that no more would
the state have to un(lergo a government of the Brownlow type.
Since political reconstruction really ends in Tennessee
with the adoption of the Constitution of 1870, it is well to
note t-orne of the provision cf that organ which reflect the in-
fluence of the war and the reconstruction under th.e Radicals.'
Article 1, Section 4, amends the declarraticn of richts so
as to provide that no nolitical or religious test, other than
Rn cath to support the constitution of the United States and of
the state, shall be required as a qualification for office.
Article I, Section 5, extends suffrage to all qualified
persons nct convicted & crime, etc.
Article I, Section 6, provides that no religious or pcliti-
cal test shall be required of jurors.
Article I, Section 8, extends the right of liberty to all
men. The Constitution of 1834 had extended it only to "free
men."
Article I, Section 15, reads: "Habear Ccrnus shall not be
suspended, unless when, in care of rebellion or invasion, the
General Assembly shall declare the public safety requires it."
Article I, Secticn 18, states that the legislature shall
yvirs no law otitbcrizin7 innrisonment for debt in civil orlres.
,L.r'.icle I, Sections 33 nd 4, sinnly reFt*te the fI
and second ramnc -ents of
Article :1, SectirIn 2, brings to mind Bro7m1r--;1 5-
Caldell, en. cit., Copy of :onf-'11.17 -1on ofwitn nnts by CCLc.ell! i:- 717,7 p.rinci1
ons of the varicus ar'ticles.
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handed -.1e.nrrres in securing the ratification cf: the Fourteenth
Anend-:ent. It reads: "No Convention or General Assembly of
this state shall act upon any amendment to the Constitution of
the Unitee Slates oroPosed by Congress to the several states;
unless such Convention or General Arsenbly shall have been e-
leoteC after such amendment is submitted."
Another reflection of the Bro-mlow policies is to be found
in Article V, which dells with impeachments. Section 4 of that
article provides the following: "The Legislature now has, and
'shall continue to have, power to relieve fro-r) the penalties in-
posed, any person disqualified from holding office ty the ,-odge-
ment of a court of impeach7ent". This provision wtts an out-
i;ro.!7th of the irloeaomevIt of Juoie Tho7as N. -2razier.
After the overthrow of the Brownlow regime there appears
in Tennessee a lon . succession of Lemooratic Governors, and we
find the state gradually returning to a normal politicol and so-
cial c;,:istence. Sectional feeling still existed in Tennessee,
an e7on tcay considerable bitterness exists witThin the state,
esrecially a7onF, older people who can ree-nber te intensity of
feelinr: erring the i=ediate '?ost-wr Period. It is to be 71cped
t'aat fl)ture T;enerniir..T:s li1 for7et t17.e grievances of their
Erate of Tennessee may 'become. 2 closely knit
Eccial and 7clitica/ unit. Certa2:nly ni-esent conditton, in Ten-
ncrre cr.11 for a unified snirit of ccc ergtien.
fr.vn: the public finances cf Tennessee In it
:r 1 r .. • Fr,r a nu-)ber of - r-rs T• cr ad
cr Tennr!sse(= rinancial
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aid to projects for internal improvenents. In 1r2.2 a 1a-7 had
been enacted to enable the state to render th! aid, and the
railroads of the state had availed themselves of this opnortun-
ity.
1 
At the time of the war, there had been issued to the
railroads un,f.er tii Ia.!, state bonds to the a!lount of :7;13,739,000,
which stod as a debt ar;rinst the state. - Tc this anount• is to
be added the state debt proper of :1;7,768,306, consisting of
bonds issued for stock in certain railroads, for aid of turn-
nikes, for 'ruilding the Capitol, to he Bank of Tennessee, to
the Union Bank, and for buying the Hernitage, and snail niscel-
laneous liabilities to tfr.e anount of totml
of the tate debt at the terj.nning of the Civil 7ar U7,594,E06
After May 1, 1331, the stnte issued an additional ;,100 in
aid of turnpikes and railroads and assuned a continf;ent
of :?2,207,(Y)0 as endorser of railroad bonds.4 These amounts
brought the total state indebtedness, actual and contingent, to
,1 1,9'2.1,806 at the close of 1861. The iten of )1.9r.',000 contracted
after ray 6, 161, war reT,Fdiated by the amendments of 15, but
it 7:as included in the refunding onorations of 1.66.5
After the passaa'e of the Ordinance of 3ecessiolVorernor
Harris had been authori7er' by the 1,--isit7;re to issue .;5,000,000
1
so. cit. p 24,
- Irit., n. 249.
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in eight nEr cent bonds payable in ten years.' Cnly .2,000,000
of these bends were actually issued, the rmainder 'being held as
ccntingent liabilities enb.iect to issue at the Governor's dis-
cretion. In June, 1.'7,61, this act was amended to authorize the
Gorernor to issue State Treasury Notes in denominaticns of from
.:i100 to :::500, bearing six ner cent interest in lieu of the ,;3,
000,200 of bonds.2 These secession government debts were later
repudiated by the Brownlow Govern7ent.
For several years after the close of the war the leeisla-
ture was frequently occupied with the steadily increarinp, state
debt. In additicn to these many new bonds which were issued
under the old act of 1352, but old bonr as they natured and in-
terest inste.11,]ents as they accrued were funded, sc that the
debt grew enormcus.3 In 1865, 4,941,000 of bonds were issued
to retire natured bonds and to fund interest due, and in l68
4
additional funding bonds were issued to the amount of 32,200,000.
In October, 1867, a srm of .`',557,6P9.75 had been accumulated from
the regular revenue of the state for the nayment of interest due
in January, P-36.5 These reckless funding operations on the
part of the zealous but inefficient Bre-Inlow government caused
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The rencrl of the Conintroller of the Treasury of the State of
Tennessee for Octoter, 1s63, shows the estimated total debt as
of January 1, 1869, to be :,;34,441,rj73, an amount which falls
short only :)747,739 of double the amount of the state indebted-
ness at the beOnning of the Civil War. It .nust be borne in
mind that this amount is exclusive of the indebtedness contract-
ed ty the Harris goTernment after the Ordinance of Secession,
for that had been repudiated.
In February, 1869, an act was Passed to liquidate the bend."
issued in aid of railroads. Under this act the railroads were
permitted to pay the state in bonds of The series issued to them.
This "was the least objectionable form such r.n enactment could
have taken."1 In :nnuary, 1870, however, the leAislature mnde
the grave mist:ake of nosing an act which ner-aitted the rhil-
roads to retire their obthations to the state by aavent with
any leally issued six ner cent state bonds.2 This was to cause
sericus trcuble in Tennessee in years to come.
71th the overthrew of the radical party in Tennessee tre
cane a pronounced sentiment in favor of renudinting many cf the
bonds issued after the war, since it was felt that they did not
legaly or justly constiute a vtaid 11;len the state.3 .In
response to this senti-ent the leqislat,,re tont7 steps tn fylves.
tivIte the bcnr's: 1)ut .;her the state was threatener7 it rede





steles, the plan -es abendoned and the full indebtedness assumed.'
General financial conditicns in Tennessee after the war
seem to have been pretty bad. Banking was completely demoral-
ized, as ray be shcevn by the Case of the Bank of Tennessee. Be-
fore the war the bank had felt the burden imncsed upon it by
the heavy state dett and in 2.5, had suspeneed specie pay-lents
and besun to curtail its oreratiens. Other banks were forced
to do likewise.' This uolicy erns continued until 1561, when the
exigencies of war made an expansion of the currency necestary,
at which tine a law eras passed connelling tl-en to reverse their
policy of curtailment. Larse issues cf new notes -"ere accord-
in:.;;ly made, ane by September 1, 1362, the c:Lrcelatien of the
State Bank had reacher.; :2,i4,710,665.3 When occunation of Tennes-
see by Union troops seeeled imminent, the banks were per-Ii 4ted
to carry their assets into other states. The Bank of Tennessee
removed to Georgia and its suecie deposited at Atlanta, where
it was later seizeo by the Federal authcrities.4 After the
transfer of the Bank of Tennessee to Georgia, its assets, a-
nolmting to -.ere than ea,CnO,000, were converted into various
Confederate issees, of courFe became valueless after the
close of the 'ear. The closing of the affairs of the Bank of
1
Caldwell, cn. cit., n. 251.
2 Gec6spere, on. cll.. n. 5.
rei d
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Tennessee by the Bro7n1o7 government necessitated the assumation
of othaations of the bank by the state, and grently increased.
the state indebtedness. /hat 7as true of the Bank of Tennessee
WR:7 true of other banks within the state, and the post-war per-
iod finds the people rf the state dependent upcn cut side caPital.
In one respect, at least, Tennessee probably profited from
the Civil War. The necessity for ammunition and supplies dur-
ing the war led to the development of many of the state's natu-
ral resources, which heretofore had been only slightly worked.
These were exnitited during the war by the forces of both sides
and after the 77ar cane under the control of the Union trocns.
In due ti" the mines end mills were turned over by the govern-
ment. to privnte concerns, freeuently at nominal Prices. These
concerns, wit Ta the Pro'-;ress already made 1-.7 the riilitary oncr-
ators, were able in many instances to show real advancement,
and vre find the cities of Tennessee developing manufacturing on
a scale never before seen within the state.' With the develop-
ment of the coal industry and of the ircn mines and mills came
a period of railroad building which established many new rcv.tes
within Tennessee and Rreatly stimulated trade there.2 The
grewth of manufacturing in Tennessee during the war and recen—
structien period can test be shown by the fo110-7ing table:
3
1 Robert Somer, The Soutern StPtes 6/t-ice 1"1-71
(Londe!, the !:acm±lin Co., 1j717. FLis acecl.nts rf ne Tan
give a very interestin5: rtoture of crrirtirrs. in 'Tennessee.
2 _
cn trAlF,r in loodsneed, cp. cit., n. 'T77.
Year :"c). of 7.stab-Canital Hands dares




1369 2,2 :,1 4,/.26,261 12,523 :,3,370,687 ,;17,987,225
1870 5,717 15,fl5,705 19,412 5,7M630 74,362,636
It will be noted that the number of estal-1irh7entr iore than
doubled, while there was only a slight increase in the capital
invested. The increase of wages paid is fairly proportionate
to the number of nen emlloyed. The value of the Products alnost
doubled.
Asriculture in Tennessee did not fare so -cell as did the
manufacturing industries, probably because of the devastation
wrou6ht by the armies during the war. As in the case of -anu-
factures, the story is best told by figures)
Procuct 1860 1870
Indian Corn 52,089,926 bt,. 41,343,614 bu.Wheat 5,459,268 bu. 6,18,3,996 bu.Oats 2,267,814 bu. 4,513,315 bu.Cotton 296,464 bales 181,842 balesTobacco 43,443,097 lbs. 21,465,452 lbs.Potatoes 3,786,677 bu. 2,330,020 bu.Hay 143,499 tons 116,582 tons
There was a narked decrease in the production of et-Joh of the im-
ncrtant agricultural products of the state exec-A wheat and oats.
The increased production of these tTo -ay be attributed to the
increased n,---ber of E-all self-sufficient farmers created by the
breakin v2 e' ihe pla,itaticns. The increased cror in these two
err-el:tin --r fo- ,Ione consun7tion. Stntirtics on livestock for
the rn-le icric7 ro a eer_.renFe in the nunl,er of encl, 1-ine of
1 -
r7 " !"-'n t7:r.lq, in 7 *;(7.1c7cia
fr,l. 7 r.
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ani7li except in the case of sheep, where there was an in
crease
of about 50,000 1icr'd.1 Prices of agricultural products in 
Ten-
nessee seen to have ccnnared favorably with prices in the Ncrth.
The nrices of some of the principal products Feld upon the rash
-
yule market on July 1, 18G8, are ns follows: Corn, 73,' 
to 75e9
per bushel; hay, 20 per ton; wheat, i;1.65 to 1.75 per bush
el;
bacon, 174-d to ne per nound.2
In spite of the depletion of 'nem pm.:'er resulting fron the
war, the total population of Tennessee showed a slip,ht incren.se
in the decade fron, 186'") to 1870. In 1860 the total nopulnti
on
of the state was 1,10,801, while in 1870 it had increased to
1,258,520.3 The white population in 1860 was 826,722; ia 
1970
it was 936,119, an increase of 10,7,97.4 The negro population
Crew fron 283,012 in 1850 to 322,37,1 in 1.770, an increnre of
39,312; while the Indian population grew from 60 to 7incru,7e
of 10.5 The greatest rate of increase seems to have teen in
the cities. Nashville grew from a town of 16,298 in 18S0 to
30,260 in 1870, rhile Memphis epanded frcn 22,623 to 40,230 in
the same decade.6 In 1560 Chattanooga was a straggling vinare,
but in 1870 Soners reports that it was a thriving and rapidly
1 
Encycicnedia Britanica, lee. cit.
H. W. Crew, History, of NaF,hville, Tennessecashville,
Southern Methodist Pub. Co., 1), n. 242.





growing town of 8,nne.1 In 1870 there were in Tennessee
1.76
2.794
schools, of which 1,932 -,:ere nubile. In these schools 3,587
teachers taught 125,831 punils.
2
If there was much suffering in TennPssee during the post-
r period, there was also considerable gayety. When H. Y.
wa 
Doak returnec to rashville from Appcmattox after Lee's surren-
der there, he found the city fillee with Union Soldiers and vis-
iting ::ortherners, as well as many carnetbage.ers. On the night
of his arrival in Nashville he went to the old Adelphi Theater
to see Laura Keane in "She Stoops to Ccnauer." He described
what he witnessed thus:
"T'was a 'full house'...jammed and crn-med with Yed-eral Soldiers then encamped about Nashville making readyfor 'mustering out' ane going
"Laura Keane's audience of soldiers... was the rnagh-est and toughest I ever saw...notwithstanding that manyof Nashville's best folks were there. ..her acting thebest of the comedy ever seen...well received, loudly ap-plauded...at tines vociferously but all in good humor."3
It is refreshing to read such acconnts as that of Colonel Doak
and fine scatterec] indications that people were still able to
laun;h and have a good tinie in the face of the bitterness and
factionalism of the period.
It seems that one nay safely say that Tennessee was Oqe
tc recover f-eem the ill effects cf the -Tar and reconstruction
mere rapidly than mar: of the other states. True, the feeling
of bitterness between the eifferent rectos 7as Cied
ners, cn. cit., r- 1°3-
Renert sf ntL 1- 9 458.
Lcak rLS, cu. cit.
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is not entirely dead today as stated above., yet the develonment
of :;er natural resources fo1lowin6 the war and the diversity cf
her agricultural activities enabled her to make -luch greater
nroress toward economic reccvery than those states which 'ere
almost solely dependent upon agriculture and esecially upon
the sinsle crop, cotton. Politically, reconstr”ction in Ten-
nersee was someThat prolonr,ed, since it can be said to have be-
.gun with the apncintment of Andrew Johnson as 1:ilitary Go7ernor
in Y.arch, 1863, and to have' ended only with the adovtion of the
new state constitution in lo-o. That Cate, however, finds Ten-
nercee restored to a norral Political 1-)P,sir and started on the
road tc economic and social recovery.
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